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中文摘要 

 

國立政治大學英國語文學系碩士班 

碩士論文提要 

 

論文名稱：英語教師身份認知的掙扎：一位英語教師的敘事探究 

指導教授：黃怡萍博士 

研究生：朱家鈺 

論文提要內容： 

    本論文透過敘事探究的方式，探討一位補教業英文老師之身份認知與建構。經由半
結構訪談、分析此教師社群網站發表之文章，以及筆者之研究筆記，本論文意圖呈現補

教英語老師之身份認知與建構，是一段持續掙扎、探索進而取得認同(recognition)的過
程。 

    經由分析、探討此個案的人生經驗與自我敘述後，本研究發現，教師遭逢之人、事、
物，以及言談敘述背後所隱含的思維與價值，皆影響教師之自我身份認知與建構。教師

在教學歷程中，往往具有多重的身分認同選項(不論此選項是教師堅信或是外在加諸)，
這些身分認同的差異選項可能相互牴觸，並由於自身內部之認知與外部價值思維的衝突，

進而引發一連串的「不被認同」(misrecognition and misacknowledgment)。本研究呈現出
過去英語師資培育之相關研究往往忽略教師個人身分認同選項的現象，因此，如何敘述、

協調個人的身分認同選項與衝突，並應用於英語師資的培養與自我調適，是本論文著眼

之處。 

    透過本論文之研究，亦希望提供英語師資培育課程不同的視野。第一，相關課程如
何透過介紹不同言談思維價值，使教師能夠適當運用多種身分認同選項；第二 ，如何
將敘事概念融入相關課程，協助教師解讀其教學中遭遇之人、事、物之關係與衝突，並

進一步思考對教師本身之影響。 
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English Abstract 

This narrative research journey is a process in which the life experiences of an English 

teacher working in the context of private tutoring/cramming are re-presented and 

reconstructed. It was within this context that the teacher moved back and forth between his 

lived past, temporal present, and envisioned future. Through the use of semi-structured 

interviews, his Facebook posts, and the researcher’s research notes, eight narratives were 

reconstructed to provide a snapshot of the teacher’s experiences spanning 10 years his life. 

The stories reveal the complexity of language teacher identity enactment. Drawing on 

postmodern identity, Bourdieu’s (1990, 1993) field and capital, and Gee’s (1999, 2000) 

Discourse, the study illustrates that the teacher’s identity can be conceptualized as a site of 

struggle for recognition. Whom the teacher had met and how he was imagined both inside and 

outside his situated teaching context impacted the construction of his professional identity. 

During his 10 years of life, the teacher drew on multiple discourses as sources for his identity 

construction (i.e., his TESOL knowledge, his mentor, and his foreign friends), and at the same 

time, he encountered different and sometimes competing discourses that undermined the 

carving of his teacher identity (i.e., the social view about the language teaching profession, the 

commercial profit-oriented values in the private tutoring/cramming industry, and his student’s 

lack of commitment in teaching). It was a struggle as the teacher searched for recognition but 

was caught up with misrecognition and misacknowledgement. 

The research provides implications for language teacher education. First, opportunities are 

encouraged to promote and increase identity options through the introductions of different 

discourses surrounding language teaching to teachers. Second, the concept of narrative can be 

incorporated into curriculum so as to assist teachers to explore and understand deeply about 
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their own identities formations and their relationship with other people.
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Chapter 1: PROLOGUE 

 

An Autobiographical Moment 

This narrative inquiry is not only about Marcel, the main character of the story, but also 

about me as a researcher, an English teacher, a friend, and a social being. As Clandinin and 

Connelly (2000) state, “narrative inquiry characteristically begins with the researcher’s 

autobiographically oriented narrative associated with the research puzzle” (italics in 

original) (p.41). The researcher’s worldview, the knowledge he/she brings to the research, 

is embedded in the process of narrative inquiry in which he/she operates. The contextual 

factors surrounding the researcher inevitably bring his/her values, backgrounds, and beliefs 

to the research. I, as a living being, need to be aware of my own stories as I enter the inquiry. 

This understanding calls for an obligation that I present some of my autobiographical 

details that may hopefully enable readers who are reading this dissertation to know more 

about me, about the knowledge I bring to the research. I am aware that these short 

autobiographical moments are not comprehensive enough to capture who I was, who I am, 

and who I will become. Nor do I intend to do so, since what is captured and expressed in 

these short accounts, as Clandinin and Connelly suggest, is myself always in transition, 

constantly incorporating and referencing to the past and the future.  

  The following section is organized under The Personal Context of the Research, 

and is interwoven, though not chronologically1, with four of my autobiographical moments 

and one that I shared with Marcel. Together, they set the stage for the research. 

 

 

                                                

1 The date indicated within the parentheses represents the time when the narrative was written rather than 

the time when the story happened. 
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The Personal Context of the Research 

 

“Research, like almost everything in life has autobiographical roots.” 

       — (Seidman, 1991, p.24) 

 

My Narrative 1- 

First Few Years about Teaching English 

I have always wanted to be an English teacher. I started to teach English to 
children when I was a sophomore as an English major in 1991. I taught at a small, 
private after-school care center run by a married couple. It was really small 
because there were only 20 students. The kids were small, too; they were around 
8~10 years old. I did not know how to teach at the time, and all I did with the 
children was simply about having fun by doing lots of games and activities, getting 
them to like English. Both of us did not know what to expect in the classroom, but 
that does not mean I did not prepare. I did prepare before going to class. I felt like I 
wasn’t teaching at the time; I felt more like a babysitter. One year later, I found a 
teaching position at a cram school2teaching junior high school students. Unlike the 
experience with children, teaching here was more systematic and organized 
because I had to teach based on what they learned in school. I felt I was actually 
teaching English at the time. Grammar, sentence structure and vocabulary were the 
focus since the students had a monthly English test at school. Coincidentally, my 
English department was offering an undergraduate elective course, TESOL 
Methodology, and I thought it was about time that I sharpened my teaching skills. 
We did a lot of reading from books such as “Teaching By Principles,” “Principles 
of Language Learning and Teaching,” both of which were written by H. Douglas 
Brown, “Techniques and Principles in Language Teaching” by Diane 
Larsen-Freeman, and “Approaches and Methods in Language Teaching” by Jack 
C. Richards and Theodore S. Rodgers. Yes! They were all about methods and 
approaches. Not only did we read, we also needed to actually teach by applying 
these approaches and methods. When I say “applying”, I do mean following the 

                                                

2 Cram schools in Taiwan are called buxiban (Liu, 2012); literally they mean “supplementary learning 

class.” Most exist commonly to help students pass the entrance examinations of high schools or 

universities. “Cramming” refers studying hard or studying a large amount of material in a short 

period of time. 
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procedure and steps outlined in different methods/approaches. I even designed a 
matrix diagram to check whether I followed the sprit of each method. I was excited 
because I learned lots of knowledge about how to teach, and I was eager to 
demonstrate what I had learned to those junior high school students. But I did not 
care about how they felt about my use of these approaches, probably because I did 
not know why I should, and perhaps how. Besides, they did not react well to my new 
way of teaching. I eventually fell back to the original purpose and style of teaching 
by aiming for the test they had in school. 

In 2007, in order to gain professional credential, which at the time I thought 
would be crucial to receive recognition in language teaching, I attended a 
co-coordinated certificated program initiated by a world-renowned University X3 
and Language Institute Y4. It was a three-day session in which we were introduced 
to lots of teaching approaches, methods, and SLA theories, and specific attention 
was devoted to the teaching of four skills, as well as the teaching of vocabulary, 
pronunciation, and material design. I felt inspired even though what was introduced 
had mostly been covered in the course of TESOL Methodology that I attended 
earlier. And I thought I was credentialed by one of the most world-renowned 
educational institutes. Hooray! I not only gained knowledge about how to teach, but 
most importantly, I thought, I would earn myself a place, a position, in this 
competitive teaching profession (Journal Entry 22nd August 2011). 

 

These years of my learning about language teaching centered around the subject matter 

or disciplinary knowledge (Johnson & Golombek, 2011). I was deeply enlightened by those 

courses and was convinced that it was in part these knowledge that set language education 

apart from other disciplines. However, I also wondered whether this knowledge was 

sufficient enough for teachers to act upon their teaching. This question seemed to be 

answered after I enrolled in a master TESOL program, where I learned that teaching was 

not always about robotically and routinely imparting knowledge, but also about 

understanding the many people involved (e.g., the learner), the connotation conveyed with 

language (e.g., culture), and reflecting on our teaching practice. Such awakening is 

delineated in my next narrative.
                                                

3 University X is located in the U.S. and is famous for its programs on education and business 

management.  

4 Language Institute Y is a commercialized, franchised language-learning center in Taiwan.  
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My Narrative 2- 

Exploring More about Language Teaching 

To fine-tune and sharpen my teaching, as well as to fulfill my dream to become a 
teacher and satiate my intrinsic thirst for knowledge about language teaching, I 
need more than a certificate. I need something more powerful, something that can 
elevate my professional development, at least, something that is the first step to my 
professional development. I need a master degree. In 2010, I was admitted to a 
nationally well-recognized TESOL program in Taiwan. I took courses such as 
“TESOL Method,” “Qualitative Research Methods,” “TESOL Practicum,” 
“Culture in TESOL,” “Issues and Studies in Computer-Enhanced EFL 
Instruction,” “Sociolinguistics in TESOL,” “Self, Identity, and Agency: Focusing 
on the Language Learner,” and “Studies on Course Design and Materials 
Evaluation.” These courses were enlightening because they opened my eyes by 
offering me other perspectives from which language teaching could be approached. 
Rather than and unlike focusing on the teaching of four skills and delivering the 
technical knowledge about learning and teaching, I begin to be cognizant of the 
multifaceted phenomena associated with language teaching and learning. For 
example, the reflective practice emphasized in the “TESOL Practicum” made me 
aware the ways in which I was influencing learners, and the kinds of beliefs and 
values I was imposing on them. In “Self, Identity, and Agency: Focusing on the 
Language Learner,” my thoughts on language teaching were transformed not 
because I learned new skills of teaching but rather I realized that each learner had 
a life story to tell, which both directly and indirectly impacted their trajectory of 
learning English. This understanding prompted me to listen, to appreciate and to 
understand their experiences, and more importantly, it made me realize that I was 
no longer a robotic knowledge transmitter, but an organic social being that was 
capable of feeling and empathizing (Journal Entry, 20th Jun 2012).  

 

Just when I thought I was fully equipped and prepared to finally enter the teaching 

profession, I encountered some difficulties in my teaching context, especially the ones that 

involved what language teaching meant to this particular social space, and most importantly, 

how language teachers were perceived by those gatekeepers. My narrative 3 is one of such 

concerns.  
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My Narrative 3- 

Encountering Frustration 

In May 2007, I started to teach adults at one of the biggest commercialized 
language centers in Northern Taiwan. In retrospect, I was indeed excited and 
enthusiastic in the first place. I figured I got the whole package and all I needed 
was to gain real experiences of teaching adults and learn from these experiences. 
During my second year in this private language center, I was once approached by 
an academic chair, who asked me if I would take over a TOEIC preparation 
course. “I have not yet taken TOEIC test, and I don’t quite understand what 
TOEIC is about. I don’t think I am qualified enough to teach the course,” I 
responded. “If you do not want to take over this class, we have hundreds of 
teachers who want to do this. If you want to take this course, you can just use this 
book for your own reference and preparation,” he went on. I was left speechless 
and astounded. “I can just go to the classroom and tell my students this is what it 
is like in the real TOEIC test, so you need to do this and do that before taking the 
test,” I thought, but I did not, because this ran counter to my conscience and it 
would not be right (Journal Entry, 9th Jul 2012).  

 

My journey in the TESOL program went on, so did my teaching in the 

commercialized language center. But this experience was characterized by lots of episodes 

that were beyond my comprehension and therefore prompted me to explore more about 

my personal experiences as a teacher in this particular social space. A casual talk 

presented in my narrative 4 between a student of mine and I was one of these episodes that 

fuelled this research journey. The student’s response reveals how language teachers are 

conceptualized and treated in Taiwanese society, especially how the view is saturated in 

the private sector of education. 

 

My Narrative 4- 

Who Am I as an English Teacher? 

One student expressed willingness to be an English teacher in a cram school5. 
                                                

5 Cram schools and commercialized profit-oriented language centers/schools are used interchangeably. 
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“Do you have any teaching experiences? Or have you received any professional 
training in language teaching, like a formal degree?” I asked. “No, I majored in 
social work, but I am interested in teaching English.” I then asked if she would 
want to pursue a professional degree, but “I know that many teachers here don’t 
have a professional degree or qualification. I mean they studied other subjects in 
college. It’s written on the faculty page. So I think if I can improve my English, I 
can be a teacher. And they all seem to memorize a lot of vocabulary. When I am 
taking their courses, I feel like I am reading a dictionary,” she responded. “What 
about being an English teacher in school, I mean in the context of formal 
schooling?” I continued. “No, it’s too challenging and lots of teachers who want 
to teach there cannot have a position because of the fierce competition.” The 
student’s words were kind of a slap in the face for me. It seemed that she was 
saying the threshold for being an English teacher outside formal schooling was 
low. The feeling that I was not only competing with teachers sharing the same 
disciplinary background but also with those without proper training appears to be 
distressing, because I do believe language teaching requires not only content 
knowledge but also pedagogical knowledge, and it is these knowledge that 
fundamentally differentiates language teaching from other professions. It has 
gradually become obvious to me that I am in a place that presents conflicting 
values to my own. The talk with the student reminded me of my experience with the 
academic chair (My Narrative – 3). These two stories in some way reflect the 
broader sociocultural discourse(s) surrounding the profession of language 
teaching in Taiwan, where English teaching is carried out substantially outside 
formal schooling. Am I the only one experiencing this? In the eyes of my students, 
am I only a person, not a teacher, who happens to know a sizable amount of 
vocabulary? In other words, can my professionalism be defined only by the 
linguistic knowledge I know? (Journal Entry, 11th January 2012) 

 

My Narrative 5- 

A Casual Talk between Marcel and I 

One day we were chatting in the teachers’ lounge of the language center 
while Marcel was talking to me about the feedback from an academic chair after 
he brought up students’ opinions of him to her. The academic chair told Marcel 
that he was being too serious and earnest about teaching and sometimes he had to 
loosen up and wanted Marcel to treat this like an ordinary job that paid, as Marcel 
quoted, “You just think and do like other teachers in this center and perhaps you 
would be more content and happier.” To recollect, I was surprised that I did not 
entirely disagree with what the academic chair said to Marcel. In fact, I found part 
of her words true, especially “You just think and do like other teachers in this 
center.” My reaction at the moment was “yah, I never thought I could be content 
and happier by just acting like others in this center, and maybe I should so that I 
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would feel less frustrated and get rid of the feeling that I have a moral and 
professional obligation to do what I am doing.” Marcel sarcastically recounted, 
“Next time I walk into the class, I will just write as much vocabulary as I could on 
the board, read along the textbook, and make students do a lot of grammar drills. 
And class dismissed! How wonderful is that! It saves me time!”(Journal Entry, 15th 
June 2012). 

 

My personal narratives situate this research on the missing piece reflected in my 

narrative 2, the teacher. Placing the inquiry within a broader sociocultural context in 

which my emotions, values, concerns, and motivations emerge, this study hopes to 

understand the experiences of teachers. To begin, I present you the sociocultural context 

in which the current research is located.  

 

The Sociocultural Context of the Research 

Tutoring/Cramming Industry in Taiwan 

Both Marcel’s and my story cannot develop without a reference to the phenomenon of 

private tutoring/cramming in Taiwan. The phenomenon of private tutoring, also known as 

cram schooling (Liu, 2012) and shadow education (Bray, 1999) has been prominent in Asia. 

As out-of-school educational and supplementary activities aimed at supplementing formal 

schooling (Baker et al., 2001; Bray, 1999), private tutoring has been observed to have 

existed in as early as the mid-1900s among at least 41 nations (Baker et al., 2001) to help 

students reach educational requirements and take advantages of educational opportunities. 

According to Davies and Aurini (2006), and among others, by closely following, 

mimicking, or shadowing the curricula of the formal school system, lessons are usually 

provided through both one-on-one and one-to-many formats, aiming to assist learners to 

master academic subjects in school. Buxiban (Liu, 2012) in Taiwan, Juku (Harnisch, 1994; 

Dawson, 2010) in Japan, tutorial schools (Kwok, 2004) in Hong Kong, and Hagwon (Park, 

2009; Dawson, 2010) in South Korea are examples of such widespread tutoring/cramming 

schools. 

In Taiwan, cram schooling emerged since the enactment of Supplementary Education 

Act in 1944 (Ministry of Education, 2013) and has proliferated after the 9 Year National 
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Compulsory Education Act was approved in 1968 (Liu, 2012). Although at the time Taiwan 

society felt displeasure and anxiety about the fact that regular education at school would be 

disrupted and distorted, “this centralization of educational resources had indirectly created 

the current large-scale emphasis on schools” (p. 47).  

The diversification of cram schooling is noted in the Amendment Of Supplementary 

Education Act in 2009, namely, supplementary compulsory education, supplementary 

advanced education, and short-term tutorial education. The Amendment states: 

Supplementary compulsory education shall be carried out by supplementary 
compulsory schools affiliated with an elementary or junior high school…Citizens 
past the school age who have not yet received nine years of compulsory education 
shall receive supplementary compulsory education. Supplementary advanced 
education is offered as necessary by supplementary schools affiliated with schools 
at the level of senior secondary school or higher… Citizens who have already 
received nine years of compulsory education may receive supplementary advanced 
education.  

Unlike supplementary compulsory education and supplementary advanced education, 

which are affiliated with formal schooling and therefore take place usually in formal 

schooling, short-term tutorial education position itself outside formal schooling. This form 

of supplementary education, the most ubiquitous type among the three (Ho, 2008), is 

suitable for citizens seeking to acquire general knowledge and skills (Article 3, Amendment 

Of Supplementary Education Act, 2009). Liu (2012) characterizes cram schooling into two 

kinds. The primary objective of academic cram schools is for educational advancement, 

such as English, mathematics, and science, helping learners to improve their test scores at 

school and preparing them for higher grades on entrance to senior high schools and 

universities. For people to accumulate cultural capital such as music, art, or sports other 

than test preparations, they go to non-academic cram schools (Wu, 1993). According to 

Ministry of Education (2013), learners flock to the cram schools, and the number of 

cramming centers has gone from 1,248 in 1997 to nearly 2,500 in 2000 and recently to 
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10600 in 2013 (Ministry of Education, 2013). Among them, more than 5,000, regardless 

of scale and purposes (Liu’s characterizations earlier), are catering to English (foreign) 

language learning. This number is 2.38 times larger than 10 years ago. 

The development of tutoring/cramming centers in Taiwan echoes the transformation 

of traditional ones observed by Davies and Aurini (2006), who state that traditional private 

tutoring has gradually developed in response to investment, infrastructure, standardization, 

and securing and expanding revenue sources by providing appropriate customer service. 

In documenting this new breed of tutoring, Aurini (2004) outlines three differences on this 

transformation from the traditional shadow education to self-proclaimed learning centers. 

First, the learning centers are not only helping learners with test preparation but also 

lifelong learning and skills building. Second, unlike traditional shadow education that 

adopts school subjects as the guideline, learning centers develop their own curriculum and 

design their own teaching materials (e.g., course books, and audio-visual aids). Finally, 

learning centers are now catering to a wide variety of age groups, going beyond its 

original primary and secondary school learners and aiming for adult education and 

life-long learning in general. 

The proliferation of tutoring/cramming industry in Taiwan, though continues to grow, 

has evoked criticism. Among the concerns, the most noted, as Liu (2012) points out, is 

whether teachers in private tutoring institutions hold adequate credentials to qualify their 

teaching. As an English teacher who has received professional training in TESOL and 

working in this industry, I relate strongly to Liu’s concern. In where I work, only 20 

percent of the teachers hold a master degree in relevant areas such as TESOL, 

Bilingualism, and Applied Linguistics. I thought this only happened in my workplace, but 

when the media in Taiwan in May 2013 reported that lots of teenaged learners went to 

English private tutoring/cramming centers not only for test preparation, but also for 
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good-looking and star-like teachers, I knew this couldn’t be my experience only. The 

news wrote: 

These multitalented, versatile, and humorous teachers are gaining popularity because 
they are treated like superstars (my translation)6. 

Another news account reported the type of English teachers desired in this 

commercialized private tutoring/cramming industry:  

You can be an English teacher as long as you are interested in English, interested 
in teaching, eloquent, and have a decent character (my translation)7.  

My interpretation of this news account is that people can just work their way up to being a 

language teacher with their enthusiasm and commitment to teaching, with their bubbling 

personality, and that their professionalism can just magically develop through their 

teaching experiences. “Then what am I doing with all these TESOL knowledge?” I asked 

myself. I am not implying that teaching requires no devotion and passion; teaching 

requires professional training, from which theoretical knowledge provides basis for 

teachers to act upon their teaching. I agree with Johnson and Golombek’s (2011) emphasis 

on the needs of theoretical training, since without professional training, teachers develop 

only everyday concepts, which result from empirical learning only, and these concepts 

“are limiting in that they are based solely on observations and/or generalizations gleaned 

                                                

6 Yahoo News. (2013, May 2). 辣師跳舞教「指對數」!英文課唱歌夯. Retrieved from 
http://tw.news.yahoo.com/%E7%8D%A8%E5%AE%B6-%E8%BE%A3%E5%B8%AB%E8%B7%
B3%E8%88%9E%E6%95%99-%E6%8C%87%E5%B0%8D%E6%95%B8-%E8%8B%B1%E6%96
%87%E8%AA%B2%E5%94%B1%E6%AD%8C%E5%A4%AF-093848298.html 

7 Yahoo News. (2012, November 2). 名師薪資無上限.. Retrieved from 
http://tw.news.yahoo.com/%E5%90%8D%E5%B8%AB%E8%96%AA%E8%B3%87%E7%84%A1
%E4%B8%8A%E9%99%90-%E9%82%84%E5%8F%AF%E5%88%86%E7%B4%85%E8%AA%8
D%E8%82%A1-%E5%8D%87%E5%AD%B8%E8%A3%9C%E6%95%99%E6%A5%AD-%E6%89
%BE%E4%B8%8D%E5%88%B0%E4%BA%BA-%E5%85%A8%E9%9D%A2%E6%80%A7%E9
%9B%A3%E6%89%BE-053229053.html 
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from a surface-level understanding of what language teaching and teaching is all about” (p. 

2). This intuitive understanding cannot be consciously articulated and therefore may force 

teachers to fall back to robotic practices, serving no transformative power for 

(re)modification and improvement and may lead to misconceptions about language 

learning and teaching. 

 

Approaching the Research Puzzles 

At this point, I feel myself trapped in a space interfaced with multiple ways of 

thinking about language teaching, in which different actions, words, values, and beliefs 

are permeated. My journal entries, together with the discourses pervading the society 

about language teaching in the tutoring/cramming industry, raise distressing concerns. I 

am at a crossroad. How do I position myself comfortably, if possible? How does this 

positioning impact who I am and who I will become, both as a teacher and as a being? If 

my interpretation of the student’s words is correct, it can be assumed that teaching outside 

formal schooling is comparatively more flexible. Then, how do I envision myself in the 

future through this flexibility? Or whether this flexibility of going into and leaving the 

industry lowers the bar for entry to the profession of English teaching? Do I need to prove 

the student and the media that they are wrong? If so, why should I? These questions 

directed my attention to what is said about teacher identity, which I shall present in the 

next chapter. 
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[W]e speak — or sing — our selves as a chorus of voices/ not just as 

the tenor or soprano soloist. 

— (Mishler, 1999, p.8) 

 

This research is a journey that Marcel and I collectively undertook. We together 

explored, understood, appreciated, imagined, (re)positioned, transformed and reflected on 

ourselves and our lives through the telling of and listening to his stories by moving 

backward, forward, across time and space. All the questions asked are phrased with the 

use of the first person voice “I,” but they represent a shared struggle that Marcel and I 

have experienced, the concerns we have raised, and the future we have envisioned. 

Through the eyes of Marcel, we together bring to the fore what language teaching is 

conceptualized in the private tutoring/cramming industry and how professionally 

credentialed teachers have struggled to make their voice heard. Through Marcel’s eyes, I 

know I am not alone.  

It was in the social space of private tutoring/cramming industry that Marcel’s story 

emerged. It was also in such context that Marcel was able to narrate his experiences that 

spanned 10 years of his life. In these 10 years, Marcel encountered disparate people and 

events, rendering him multiple roles in relation to the broader sociocultural context in 

which he was situated. The research journey can never capture the wholeness of the 10 

years, but the scattered pieces of Marcel’s eight narratives put together the transitional 

process, in which Marcel’s identity enactment as an English teacher was impacted by the 

experiences that were personally meaningful and influential to him. Viewing identity as 

unfinalizable (Clarke, 2009), the research brings a snapshot of these experiences by placing 

them in a developmental and coherent order; the tentative ending of the story was Marcel’s 

decision to leave Taiwan and relocate to Shanghai.  
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Chapter 2: CONCEPUALIZING THE RESEARCH 

 

Connecting with Existing Stories 

Teachers develop a sense of who they are, at least in part, through their life 

experiences. As a result of these experiences, they assign meanings to the values, 

aspirations and beliefs they hold about teaching. This chapter presents a review of the 

existing literature as I entered the research site. It is by no means exhaustive or 

representative of all of the literature that now exists on language teacher identity and 

English tutoring. Yet, it sets the parameter within which the research journey lies. 

 

(Language) Teacher Identity 

“…we are continually in the process of fashioning and refashioning our 
identities by patching together fragments of the discourses to which we 
are exposed … understanding how teachers fashion their identities is 

especially important, since much of the work that is done in the 
classrooms by teachers and their students involves the crafting of 

identities with and for one another.” 
— (Miller, 2003, p. 8-9)   

 

A messy construct, teacher identity has received considerable attention in research on 

language teacher education and development (Clarke, 2008; Duff & Uchida, 1997; 

Morgan, 2004; Pavlenko, 2003; Tsui, 2007; Varghese, 2001). The significance of 

understanding teacher identity is well articulated based on the assumption that  

in order to understand language teaching and learning we need to understand 
teachers; and in order to understand teachers, we need to have a clearer sense of 
who they are: the professional, cultural, political, and individual identities which 
they claim or which are assigned to them. 

 (Varghese et al., 2005, p. 254) 
 

This attention to teachers brings to the front the many intricate and complex aspects 
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that situationally weave into shaping, constructing, and constituting teacher identity (Duff 

& Uchida, 1997; Flores, 2001; Flores & Day, 2006; Miller, 2009; Tsui, 2007). Duff and 

Uchida (1997) state some of the issues to capture the complexity and the need for 

understanding language teacher identity: 

Language teachers and students in any setting naturally represent a wide array of 
social and cultural roles and identities: as teachers or students, as gendered and 
cultured individuals, as expatriates or nationals, as native speaker or nonnative 
speakers, as content-area of TESL/English language specialists, as individuals with 
political convictions, and as members of families, organizations, and society at 
large. 

(p. 451) 
 

What is implicated in the authors’ words is that teacher identity is constantly negotiated in 

response to the many contexts and situations in which teachers find themselves, using their 

personal resources, which include, but are not limited to, skills, knowledge, and beliefs, to 

“test” (Miller, 2009, p.175) as they enact their professional teacher identity. The identity 

resources teachers utilize may be at odds with what is expected of them, leading Maclure 

(1993) to conceive such construct as “a continuing site of struggle” (p. 312). In researching 

teacher identity, the nexus between teachers’ personal history and the context in which they 

are currently situated is foregrounded (Beijaard & Meijer & Verloop, 2004; Johnson, 2003). 

A large number of empirical studies have put forth the understanding that context impacts 

how a teacher perceives himself and is perceived by others. With a particular focus on the 

development of pre-service and student teachers’ learning-to-teach experience within a 

graduate or teacher certification program (Barkhuizen, 2008; Clarke, 2008; Golombek & 

Jordan, 2005; Kanno & Stuart, 2011; Liu & Fisher, 2006), these studies provide insight 

into student teachers’ teaching experiences in relation to their development of identity by 

drawing on the concept of identities-in-practice, identities-in-pedagogy to understand how 

these pre-service and student teachers develop personal knowledge in terms of cognitive 
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development. However, seldom research publicized the experience of those who moved on 

to the teaching profession after leaving these programs. The lack of this line of inquiry is 

partly because the participants recruited and data obtained in graduate programs are easy 

to secure (Borg, 2006) and most teachers do not want their teaching to be scrutinized and 

are often swamped with their heavy workloads (Bueno & Casar, 2003; Hobbs & 

Kubanyiova, 2008).  

 Fortunately, emerging studies have started to concentrate on how in-service teachers 

go about their work in the workplace, what difficulties they have encountered and how they 

negotiated themselves to enact or resist their identities in response to their situated needs. 

For example, using ethnography, Duff and Uchida (1997), probably the first who 

investigated language teacher identity in commercialized language centers, demonstrates 

that language teacher identity is developed and formed along at least two dimensions: first, 

a biographical/professional basis, which include past learning experiences, past teaching 

experiences, and cross-cultural experiences; and second, the needs of immediate context. 

The study explored, in particular, the connection between culture (in terms of nationality) 

and identity, which is intricate and is interwoven with teachers' meta-cultural perceptions 

and behaviors in their EFL classrooms and the way their own identities as social beings 

taking up particular social and cultural roles.  

 Emphasizing the contextual discourses surrounding the participants, Johnston (1997), 

using life interviews with 17 local and native in-service English teachers in Poland, 

reported that most of the teachers lacked agency and that they always considered leaving 

the teaching profession an option. Drawing on Bakhtin (1981), Johnston found that the 

professional, social, political, and personal discourses that the teachers in the study drew 

on clashed at a meeting point at which multiple subjectivities emerged. This foregrounded 

the presence of oftentimes conflicting struggle and (re)conceptualization of what it meant 
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to work as an EFL teacher in Poland. Their lack of professional identity and fulfillment, 

according to the author, was a reflection of the unsatisfactory economic circumstances at 

the time, which later leading the teachers to consider language teaching a less financially 

stable and viable career.  

 Highlighting the complexity of identity formation, Tsui (2007) drew on Wenger’s 

(1998) communities of practice to study the experiences of a beginning teacher’s six-year 

teaching experience in China. The study reported that the teacher struggled with identity 

formation in terms of being “reified as a member of a community” (p. 678). Not given 

legitimacy of access to practice and opportunities for developing competence and not 

having his competence acknowledged, the teacher experienced a sense of marginalization, 

disengagement, and nonparticipation. She further argues that the formation of teacher 

identity, a sense of who one is as a teacher, surfaces when one acquires “the competence 

that defined this learner community through engaging in the social discourse and activities, 

and aligning himself with the norms and expectations of its members” (p. 674-675).  

 Trent’s (2012) study, informed by Hall (2000), Weedon (1997), and Jorgensn and 

Phillips (2002), revealed the power of discourse in maintaining the in-service teachers’ 

self-positioning and positioning others. The discourse that the in-service teachers chose to 

embody, and the discourse used to position others were evident in the study. The author 

states that identity and positioning are shaped by systems of power relations among 

different stakeholders and the discourse they employ to identify with or differentiate from 

through these relations.  

 The four studies foreground the contextual understanding of teacher identity, each of 

which illustrates that who we are as teachers is a negotiated, socially constructed, ongoing 

and transforming project. Johnston’s study, in particular, highlighted the power of 

discourses surrounding the context of the research, in which the teachers struggle to make 
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sense of their lives at the intersection of competing discourses. As Johnston argued, the 

teachers’ lives “are lived in complex contexts in which personal, educational, political, 

and socio-economical discourses all influence the way life is told” (p. 708).  

 In addition, for their research purposes, Tsui’s and Trent’s studies approached 

teacher identity in relation to the teachers’ professionalism, linking their identity to their 

professional role. This perspective treats identity, though in a negotiable and contested 

sense, with regards to the possession of a defined set of assets required for the profession 

(Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986). As illuminating as they are, this line of inquiry of teacher 

identity implicates that teachers have only one identity—who they are as teachers, 

overshadowing the powerful force of teachers as being a social being as well. According 

to ven den Berg (2002), teacher identity is also constructed “as the result of an interaction 

between the personal experiences of teachers and the social, cultural, and institutional 

environment in which they function on a daily (italics added) basis”(p. 579). Their words 

remind me that I am not only a teacher, but also a social being, and that it is the interplay 

between my professional identity and my identity as an ordinary individual going about 

my daily life impacts who I am as a consequence. This lack of emphasis on multiple 

identities will be addressed later as I relate my choice on the theoretical framework 

through the lens of postmodern identity.  

Despite the acknowledgement on the impacts of context on language teacher identity, 

the previous studies primarily concentrate on the context of formal schooling. As Johnston 

(2003) states, however, an enormously large percentage of English teaching is carried out 

outside formal primary and secondary education, with commercialized private language 

schools or centers, for instance, being one. But as I was immersing myself in the reading 

of literature, hoping to find out language teaching in the social space of tutoring/cramming 

industry, I did not find much. What I found, instead, was a proliferative examination of 
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private tutoring/cramming industry across the globe in the education, sociology, and 

economics literature (Aurini and Davies, 2004; Aurini, 2004; Bray & Koo, 2004; 

Buchmann, 2002; Popa & Acedo, 2006; Psacharopoulos & Patrinos, 2004). Quite 

understandably, language teaching and learning in this social space has not received 

parallel consideration in the ELT discourse. With an attempt to justify why researching 

this social space is of significance, I came across an article by Clandinin, Pushor and Orr 

(2007), who call for researchers engaging narrative research to attend to three kinds of 

justifications: They are personal, practical, and social. Personal justification, by retelling 

and reliving their own stories, requires that researchers situate themselves in the 

phenomenon under study, speaking to “the researcher’s relationship to, and interest in, the 

inquiry” (p. 25). Practical justification refers to the extent of insightfulness and how it will 

change or influence researchers’ own and others’ practice. Social justification invites 

researchers’ to attend to “the larger social and educational issues the study might address” 

(p. 25). By making visible the complexities, contradictions, silences, and disruptions 

inherent in the human experiences, social justification of an attempted research fuels up 

possible future social actions and policy justifications (Clandinin & Huber, 2010). My 

narrative illustrates the three justifications for this research journey: 

I expected myself to find something related to language teaching and private 
tutoring industry in the scholarly publications, but I did not find much. Fortunately, 
I encountered Johnston’s (2003) observation. The missing of these teachers’ voice 
working in this social space, coupling with my personal experiences addressed in 
my narratives in the introduction (personal justification), as well as a vision to 
possibly change the common module of teacher preparation (practical 
justification) by raising language teacher educators’ awareness of how language 
teaching may have been conceptualized differently in different social spaces 
(social justification) prompted this research journey. (My Journal Entry, 13th Apr 
2012) 

 

When I typed in private tutoring industry and language teaching, I found the type of 
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tutoring that was unlike what I had in mind. Not skipping these publications, however, I 

found them useful for situating and characterizing the nature of context of this research, 

which is the focus of the next section.  

 
English and Tutoring 

Usually two types of tutoring practice are examined in the ELT discourse. First, in the 

context of graduate-level courses in the TESOL program such as practicum or relevant 

teacher education/training programs/schemes, tutoring other students (the duration can 

range from few hours to the whole semester) is one of the requirements in order for students 

to earn full credits upon the completion of the course (Busch, 2010; Weigle & Nelson, 

2004; Wong, 2009). These studies examine the tutors’ teaching behaviors, the negotiation 

of their roles, and the changes in their beliefs about language teaching and learning. The 

second type of tutoring examined, comparatively of scarcity, involves viewing tutoring as 

private in a sense that it takes place outside formal schooling as supplementary activities. 

In their studies, Khuwaileh and Al-Shoumali (2001), by employing questionnaire survey 

and interviews, reported that Jordan parents hired private tutors to help their university 

offspring improve their academic English for ESP courses. Hamid at al. (2009) showed that 

there were positive associations between learners’ participation and their academic 

performance in English, though the links were not strong. The study also demonstrates that 

the chance for receiving private tutoring was positively correlated with the family’s 

financial backgrounds and that learners viewed such English tutoring practice imperative as 

it would help them achieve better school performance.  

The two strands of study markedly differ in terms of the nature of the tutoring 

targeted, the purpose of the tutoring, and the impacts each type of tutoring generates. As 

opposed to the tutoring examined in the first type of study, in which tutoring is part of 
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course requirements that exists for research purposes, tutoring in the second line of study 

is regarded as a natural phenomenon occurring in response to particular sociocultural 

needs and values.  

This research focuses on the second type of tutoring, especially in its franchise form, 

in which the voice of another group of social agents in this social space, the teacher, is 

largely muted. The paucity of literature left me wondering about the lack of voice of 

teachers working in this social space. Who are these teachers? How do they experience 

their teaching? Are their experiences different from those working in the formal 

schooling? What problems have they encountered? These are some of the questions that I 

intend to explore.  

 

Formulating the Theoretical Framework 

Our worldview “shapes what we look at, how we look at things, what we label 
as problems, what problems we consider worth investigating and solving, and 

what methods are preferred for investigations and action.” 
—(Maguire, 1987, p. 14) 

 
This section presents the theoretical lenses through which I view Marcel’s story. They 

are postmodern identity, Bourdieu’s (1990, 1993) field and capital, and Gee’s (1999, 2000) 

Discourse. Each of them is organized first by its explanatory force for human action and its 

assumptions about social reality, followed by how it was conceptualized in relation to the 

research journey. Taken together, they illuminate the unique, rich, and holistic nature of 

Marcel’s narratives.  

 

Postmodern Identity 

There is no agreed-upon definition of identity, but what is shared by many scholars in 

educational research is that identity, whether understood as a way of belonging, as a form 
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of justification, as a category of policymaking, or in many other ways, is interwoven to the 

ways that we interact, learn, and teach (Ball & Ellis, 2007; Gee, 2000; Hall, 2000; 

Maclure, 1993; Norton, 1997, 2000; Toohey, 2000). This way of thinking about identity, 

which takes into account sociocultural factors surrounding a person, contrasts itself 

markedly with what is termed the essentialist view of identity associated with the 

cognitive and psychological revolution that took place in the 1950s and 1960s (Erikson, 

1968). The essentialist view treats identity as developmentally linear stages of moving 

from Identity Diffusion, Identity Foreclosure, Identity moratorium, to Identity 

Achievement, known as The Identity Status Paradigm (Marcia, 1966, in Coˆ te & Schwartz, 

2002). Moreover, the structuralist analysis (e.g., Marxism) of identity emphasizes how one 

is viewed is based on the trajectories predetermined for people’s lives, which have formed 

a common experience among people with similar class, gender, race, ethnicity, nationality 

and language. The essentialist view, therefore, treats identity as an interior entity in terms 

of observable aspects of a person, leading to the view that identity is unproblematically 

assumed to exist with stability.  

The essentialist view of identity has recently been leveled against by scholars who 

regard identity as a process emerging within sociocultural practices rather than a pre-given 

product. The common assertions about identity framed from this social constructionist 

view are that identity can be a process in negotiation (Nasir &Saxe, 2003; Norton, 2000; 

Olsen, 2008) and a negotiated product and artifact (Bucholtz & Hall, 2004; Nasir & Saxe, 

2003; Olsen, 2008), varying in context and interaction (Hall, 2000) and impacted by 

power relations and discourses manifested in the interplay between a person and the social 

structure (Bailey, 2000; Norton, 2000). Therefore, the markers such as race, class and 

gender are not fixed but are fluid and are therefore open to shifts and negotiation. However, 

this fluidity also implicates the possibility that the agency to take up certain identities may 
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be met with resistance from others, since we construct who we are in relation to the 

perceptions of others (Anzaldua, 1999, in McCarthey & Moje, 2002; Bailey, 2000; Sarup; 

1998; Taylor, 1995). The postmodern identity best captures these views on identity. In the 

postmodern world today, it is assumed that individuals are located in social spaces in 

relation to others. The question “Who am I?” is inevitably interrelated with the blurry 

between the personal and the social. Accounts of postmodern identity emphasize the 

contextual understanding of who one is; identity is situated, depending on the where; 

identity is relational, depending on the who/whom. The person comes to be seen in the 

wider social structure. This postmodern turn of identity is described by Hall (1992): 

The question of ‘identity’ is being rigorously debated in social theory. In essence, 
the argument is that old identities, which stabilized the social world for so long, are 
in declining, giving rise to new identities and fragmenting the modern individual as 
a unified subject. This so-called ‘crisis of identity’ is seen as part of wider process 
of change, which is dislocating the central structures and processes of modern 
societies and undermining the frameworks, which gave individuals stable 
anchorage in the social world.  

(p. 274)   

How, then, does postmodern identity shed light on our understanding of teacher identity? If 

we acknowledge that teachers are not exclusively characterized by their professional 

expertise but also an individual situated in broader sociocultural space, then it can be 

assumed that teacher identity is multiple, fragmented, and hybrid, constantly adjusting and 

transforming in relation to the diverse social spaces they engage in. Gergen (2000) spoke of 

individuals’ participation in different communities, which causes a self to be decentralized 

into a multiplicity of social contexts, leading to varied and dynamic identity. Gee’s (1990) 

statement shares a similar idea:  

The “kind of person” one is recognized as “being,” at a given time and place, can 
change from moment to moment in the interaction, can change from context to 
context, and, of course, can be ambiguous, or unstable … all people have multiple 
identities connected not to their “internal state” but to their performances in society.  
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(p. 99) 
In conceptualizing teacher identity, I not only view teachers as a professional with expertise 

but also take into account their personal life since their “lives and work are influenced and 

made meaningful by factors and conditions inside and outside the classroom and school” 

(Goodson & Cole, 1993, p. 88). Foregrounding what is happening outside the classroom 

and school can also exert impacts on teachers’ identity, a small number of empirical studies 

addressed teachers’ personal life (Aslup, 2006; Blase & Pajak, 1989; Kelchtermans, 1993; 

Olsen, 2008). The postmodern accounts of identity, therefore, views teacher identity as 

constructed in relation to broader social, cultural and political discourses and negotiated 

through relationship with others. Teacher identity, therefore, is contingent, multiple, and 

unstable. It is not a predetermined substantive entity of who I am, but a relational sense of 

who I can be, or should be. Therefore, rather than analyzing teacher identity so as to find a 

core self, I explored how Marcel incorporated the personal, the professional and the situated 

in a negotiable sense (Day, Sammons, Stobart, Kington & Gu, 2007). 

 

Bourdieu’s Field and Capital 

From a critical sociological perspective (Grenfell, 2011), Bourdieu’s (1990, 1993) 

constructs of field and capital function as an analytical tool to examine a person’s 

functioning in relation to the context in which he is situated. A social field, Bourdieu 

(1992) argued, is a social space occupied by both dominant and subordinate social agents 

(people or institutions), struggling to make their voice heard or to maintain their positions. 

Regulated by its own logic of practice, a field is envisioned by Bourdieu as “a game of 

struggle,” in which “configuration of relations between positions objectively defined, in 

their existence and in the determinations they impose upon the occupants, agents or 

institutions (…)” (pp. 72-73). The TESOL field, as a case in point, is not a specific context 
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or place, but a socially structured space occupied by social agents such as applied linguists, 

critical applied linguists, language teachers, language teacher educators, generic learners, 

marginalized learners, to name a few, coming from different positions and backgrounds 

with different interests to be served. Extending the concept, Thomson (2008) explicates 

that a field cannot be equated to any material place in the universe, even though “all of the 

people, practices, institutions, goods and services in social fields do have a physical 

manifestation” (p. 74). The conventions, rituals, and rules within a field determine the 

appropriate discourse embodied and the activities practiced. Within each field, there is that 

which is sanctioned and that which is rejected.  

Bourdieu’s constructs provide lenses through which questions addressing the friction 

between the teachers’ competence and capital as credentialed language teachers and their 

positioning in relation to the discourse permeating the private tutoring industry could be 

closely examined.   

 

Discourse 

The term discourse can have many different meanings based on where and how it is 

used (Mills, 2004). As Ward (1997) stated, a discourse is “an abstract public sphere of 

words and images” (p. 129). Other similar concepts such as communities of practice (Lave 

& Wenger, 1991) and discourse communities (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995), though not 

used synonymously and interchangeably, have also given rise to the theoretical, 

philosophical, and practical debate of how discourse can be defined.  

Since identity is enacted within and through, not outside, human interaction, 

postmodern or poststructuralist thinkers such as Derrida (1981), Butler, (1993) and 

Foucault (1978) have emphasized how powerful discourse can be to shape or create, and 

even to demean certain identity options. For Foucault, discourse is conceptualized with 
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regard to rules, systems and procedures that constitute, and are constituted by, our will to 

knowledge, mapping out the terrain that circumscribes certain forms of writing, speaking, 

or thinking, thereby forming and producing knowledge. Gee’s (1999, 2000) definition of 

discourse, which is conceptualized broader in a way than Foucault’s, highlights the 

comprehensive and holistic nature of human’s experience between the personal and the 

larger sociocultural space. He defined Discourse (as apposed to discourse with a small d) 

as: 

different ways in which we humans integrate language with non-language “stuffs,” 
such as different ways of thinking, acting, interacting, valuing, feeling, believing, 
and using symbols, tools, and objects in the right places and at the right times so as 
to enact and recognize different identities and activities, give the material world 
certain meanings, distribute social goods in a certain way, make certain sorts of 
meaningful connections in our experience, and privilege certain symbol systems 
and ways of knowing over others.  

(Gee, 1999, p. 13) 
 

A Discourse, according to Gee, is an identity “kit” (p. 142) that is in some way expressed 

through words, actions, beliefs and values, and helps shape how one is and how he should 

be viewed, thereby forming a sense of belonging and affiliation to certain community. 

Identities, in this way, are eventually “rooted in recognition processes tied to specific 

Discourses” (Gee, 2000, p. 111). It is through discourse that socially constructed meanings, 

relations, and identities are produced, negotiated, and maintained (Clarke, 2008). 

Therefore, identity and discourse are constitutive of each other and the interplay between 

the two shapes how we act upon the world. If identities are tied to certain discourse so that 

they could be enacted, discourse simultaneously establishes and defines identities in 

relation of difference to what they are not (Weedon, 2004), thereby contesting, 

undermining, and even demeaning certain identity options.  

Both Foucault’s and Gee’s emphasis on the power of discourse shed light on the 

troubling aspect of identity formation, that is, the interplay and the conflict between the 
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discourses one person choose to embody and the discourses of the larger sociocultural 

context surrounding him. When conceptualizing the research, I am using the term 

discourse throughout the process in a way similar to Discourse (with a capital D) coined 

by Gee to include not only linguistic but also other non-linguistic stuff. In addition, I am 

also aware that discourse is a social practice that imposes particular views and social 

values.  

 

Research Questions 

Together, the lenses of postmodern identity, Bourdieu’s field and capital, and Gee’s 

Discourse, each of which helps shed light on Marcel’s disparate experiences, are 

complementary and enlightening in providing a holistic perspective from which the 

enactment, negotiation, and multiplicity of Marcel’s identity both as a language teacher 

and a social being is examined in relation to those experiences. I believe that the very 

nature of being a teacher means that one’s personal life and professional life intersect and 

thus identity is subject to competing tensions and results from active negotiation of the 

multiple discourses from which it evolves. As Weedon (1997) so eloquently put, “Our 

relations to the world and other people, our choices, practices and language constantly 

create, construct and reconstruct our identity” (p. 33). To this end, I am interested in how 

Marcel came to understand and negotiate his professional selves through his lived 

experiences of professional and his private social life, and how he struggled to claim the 

rights to particular identities and resist others that were imposed on him. Through the 

frameworks, I’m presenting Marcel’s story to answer two questions: 

1. What discourses does the teacher draw on as he constructs his teacher identity?  

2. How does the teacher negotiate the meanings in this process of becoming an English 

teacher? 
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Chapter 3: EMBARKING ON THE RESEARCH JOURNEY 

Postmodernism and Knowledge 

The study is situated under the postmodern paradigm. I will now address the 

epistemological and ontological viewpoints informing this study. Epistemologically, the 

study emphasizes the subjective and multiple truths (Reeves, 1996). It is assumed that in 

the postmodern conditions, the substantive centered self is eroded, the objective truth is 

deteriorated, and authority is questioned (Gergen, 2000), and that each person brings his 

or her view, or past life experiences to a current situation. Therefore, there is a plurality of 

knowledge. Ontologically, a researcher’s worldview—the beliefs and attitudes about the 

world we live in that subsequently frame a person‘s notion of reality (Corbin & Strauss, 

2008). Therefore, viewing truth and knowledge as a constructed reality, postmodernism 

rejects single objective truth (Carson, 1996, in Webster & Mertova, 2007), underscoring 

the plurality of voices struggling for the right to be heard. In a postmodern framework, I 

am cognizant that there are no absolute ‘facts,’ and knowledge is thought to be 

constructed within the context in which it is generated. This consideration entails an 

awareness of who the knower is, how the knowledge is obtained, whose voice is 

privileged, and how constructed understandings are embedded in the sociocultural setting 

and time in which the research takes place.  

 

Why Narrative Approach? 

It’s “the importance of narratives as an expressive embodiment of our 
experience, as a mode of communication, and as a form for 

understanding the world and ultimately ourselves.” 
 — (Brockmeier & Carbaugh, 2001, p.1) 
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Narrative and Human Complexity 

Human experience is recorded and (re)constructed through personal stories. As 

Riessman (1993) argues, “narratives of personal experience…are ubiquitous in everyday 

life…telling stories about past events seems to be universal human activity” (pp. 2-3). The 

use of narrative approach lends itself rightfully to the postmodernism’s emphasis on 

multiple and subjective construction of meaning and reality. Bringing to the forefront 

complexity and human centeredness (Webster & Mertova, 2007), narrative approach to 

experiences reveals ambiguity rather than tidiness by exploring “the complexities and 

contradictions of real life” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 237). Therefore, narrative approach 

acknowledges that each individual has both histories and intentions. In conceptualizing 

narrative for this research, narrative is defined as “a kind of organizational scheme 

expressed in story form” (Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 13), and “a meaning structure that 

organizes events and human actions into a whole” (p. 8).  

 

Narrative and Identit(ies) 

The stories, the narrative told by people, do not turn up in a vacuum; rather, it 

constitutes the reality manifesting the interplay between the individual and wider 

structures, as in Sparkes (2003) words, “illuminat(ing) the social context of individual 

lives while…allowing space for individual stories to be told” (p. 3). Narrative, in this 

respect, is particularly powerful in exploring the nuanced interaction between human 

agency and social structure, through which the enacting and resisting of identity can be 

illustrated (Bamberg, De Fina, & Schiffrin, 2008; Georgakopoulou, 2007; Hinchman & 

Hinchman, 2001), and is “a unique source of information about motivations, experiences, 

struggles, losses and gains” (Pavlenko, 2001, p.213) by providing spaces and 

opportunities for people to enact and forge their identities, and by “giving voice” to the 
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marginalized whose lives and histories go unheard, unseen, and undocumented (Dhunpath, 

2000). Through narrative approach, I explored Marcel’s peculiar experiences—thoughts, 

feelings, ideas, examples, and situations.  

 

Acknowledging My Presence 

I brought to this research with my personal experiences that prompted me to consider 

this line of inquiry. I considered the reasons using narrative not only from a theoretical 

perspective but also on what it could contribute to the accumulation of educational 

knowledge. In order for the transparency of this narrative research to emerge, I examined 

my own point of views, values, and my own story of why and how I have come to arrive at 

where I am. This involved acknowledging, addressing, and considering the researcher’s 

own contribution to the research project (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995; Connelly, 2000; 

Connelly & Clandinin, 1986). To not exclusively and entirely discussed experiences of 

others, I constantly interrogated my “self” (Mason, 1994), that is, the researcher self, within 

the research process. This inquiry was a process of researching, exploring, experiencing, 

and writing about the experiences of others in order to demonstrate the complexity of 

interaction between individual experience and context. However, this process also 

acknowledged my role as a researcher in the presentation of stories of others. I knew that I 

was not and could not be entirely objective. Nor did I intend to be, since, as researchers, we 

are value-laden and biased. Narrative approach acknowledges my own personal biases and 

conceptual notions. As Clandinin and Connelly (2000) wrote: 

We all, novice and experienced researchers alike, come to inquiry with views, 
attitudes, and ways of thinking about inquiry. These histories, these personal 
narratives of inquiry, may coincide with or cross a boundary to varying degrees with 
the actual inquiries that we undertake. Almost all of us—it is almost unimaginable 
that we could not—come to narrative inquiries with various versions of formalistic 
and reductionistic histories of inquiry. To the extent that this is true, we are forever 
struggling with personal tensions as we pursue narrative inquiry. 
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 (p.46)  

With this caution in mind, the next section will introduce the methodological choices 

made with regards to the research site, the participant selection, my connection with the 

participant, data collection, data analysis, and finally trustworthiness of the research. 

 

Introducing the Research Landscape 

Under Introducing the Research Landscape, this section is organized into two different 

monologues, each of which narrates the context in which this research journey rests. The 

purpose of the two monologues, one mine and the other Jean’s, a resigned academic chair, 

is to provide you a contextual understanding of what it is like in this commercialized 

profit-oriented language center. It was within this context that Marcel was able to narrate 

his stories by moving back and forth between his past, present, and projected future. My 

monologue will give you a tour of the center. A narrative monologue voiced by Jean comes 

next. Jean was an academic chair who resigned few months earlier before I embarked on 

this research journey. Jean’s monologue, unlike mine, will show you how LLC functions, 

such as the student body, the teachers’ backgrounds, the criteria for hiring teachers, and 

how LLC conceptualizes the English teaching enterprise. In presenting the view of Jean, I 

decided that I use first voice to simply present rather than interpret and analyze what was 

said. In other words, it is only representative of what Jean saw, heard, felt and knew based 

on her six years of immersion in this context. Through her words, I invite you to think 

from the perspective of Jean and hopefully this imaginary engagement will pose a 

dissonance that helps you relate to the Marcel’s experience in a commercialized 

profit-oriented language center (henceforth LLC) when you continue his narratives. 
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My Monologue 

It all started from here. Let me show you around LLC. Walking into LLC, a 
franchise commercialized language center situated in northern Taiwan, where both 
Marcel and I work as English teachers, you will find yourself in not so much a 
language learning environment as in a business corporation. A number of 
receptionists dressing in decent uniforms are standing up from behind the reception 
counter to greet you. You then are poured a glass of water and led to a zone where 
one of them genuinely asks you about the purpose of your visit. You probably, say, 
want to improve your overall English competence, or perhaps, you want to know 
about preparing for TOEFL, TOEIC or IELTS. They turn on the computer screen to 
show you information about courses, teachers and materials so that you know what 
to expect. Perhaps if you have financial concerns, hopefully they will offer you a 
good deal. Luckily, they relate to your problem and start to talk about different 
course packages, and if you are fortunate enough to meet a caring receptionist, 
also known as the sales representative in their jargon, he/she may give you a 
discount. Before you have time to hesitate, your caring sales representative 
accidentally takes out a calculator to show you how much you have to pay and 
therefore how much you will have saved. Yes! You are in a place where you learn 
English. Enjoy your learning!  

 

A Monologue from a Former Academic Chair 

I resigned from this company two months before Ravi8 interviewed me. If my 
recollection is right, LLC has been in market for 17 years. It is a franchised form of 
business providing English learning service, with 10 branches across Taiwan and 
with its head office located in Taipei. Recently, the institute opened two branches in 
Shanghai, China. LLC not only aims at providing learners for life-long English 
learning such as include grammar, pronunciation, conversation, writing, but also 
preparing students for TOEFL, TOEIC, and IELTS. When I resigned, there were 
approximately 2500 students across Taiwan, and most of them were in their 
twenties to thirties. Nearly 200 teachers (teachers working in China not included), 
20 percent of whom is native speakers of English, are employed in different 
branches. We enact our own curriculum, design teaching materials and teaching 
aids like audio materials, on-line interactive resources. Something that I think is 
beneficial to students is that the organization of our course is flexible, and they can 
choose which courses to attend at their will, based on their time allocation, and they 
can go to the same type of class taught by different teachers. Besides, they are free 
to take different courses at the same time based on the course package they 
purchase.  

                                                

8 Ravi is the researcher’s English name.  
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Because LLC is a business and profit-oriented corporation, I think the most 
important thing is that we really need to attract our students to buy our course 
packages. In order to appeal to students, and it’s the reality here, when we 
interview teachers, we care very much about a teacher’s personality. I mean his 
personal charisma. We have interviewed many teachers and they have training in 
language teaching, but sometimes students just do not respond to them well. I am 
not saying that professional teachers are not humorous, but sometimes they get too 
serious; I personally dealt with lots of issues like this when I was working here. I 
remember one time when a student filed a complaint on the feedback system, 
saying that his teacher, a teacher with professional training, was strict and serious 
and sometimes criticized how students are learning in a wrong way. But a lot of 
teachers here do not have a relevant degree, but they have this charisma, funny 
and witty, and they have experiences in teaching English for years. They know how 
to attract students’ attention, to arouse students’ interests, and they know how to 
carry out instruction based on their years of experiences, so basically, we don’t 
care too much about theories as academic circle does. What kind of teachers will 
survive here in LLC? I think definitely the lively teachers. I mean if we have to 
choose between professional knowledge and interesting personality, personality is 
definitely the priority. That being said, we do care about teachers’ performances 
and their opinions. To understand how teachers are received by students, we have 
an online feedback system where students can evaluate teachers’ teaching either 
by giving or deducting points. As for teachers’ opinions, I must say that we 
appreciate teachers’ efforts here. They really teach with enthusiasm and they care 
about students. We really do. We provide language learning, but we are also a 
company, I mean, I think we are a big business corporation in this industry. We run 
a business; it is market-driven. We need to boost our image and our popularity, and 
of course we need to attract more potential customers, I mean, the student. We have 
our budget concern, time allocation, and marketing to care about. So to be honest, 
we really need to think from the concept of running a business. If teachers have 
opinions, we will think about them and maybe to work out a solution, that, however, 
does not mean every opinion will be taken care of, but we respect teachers’ 
decisions in the classroom. But of course these decisions cannot compromise the 
company’s interests. Like I just mentioned, I must admit that we cannot think like 
teachers or like a TESOL academic.  

 

Introducing the Main Character with Whom I Was Traveling 

Organized by four segments, this section introduces Marcel in relation to me as a 

classmate, a friend, a colleague, and a researcher interested in teacher development in 

language teacher education.  
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How We Met Prior to the Journey 

Marcel and I met when we were in university. I could not remember what he was like 

when we first met, and what has lingered in my mind since we met is his confidence and 

eloquence, even though at the time I thought he was not an approachable person, to be 

honest. We were both English majors and took many classes together. We were not quite 

close in the first place, especially in the first two years of our university life, but we shared 

many similarities. We both liked English, badminton, tennis, and pop music. Perhaps it 

was because of these shared pastimes that we gradually started to get to know each other.  

We both liked English a lot, and it was one of the reasons that we were English 

majors. To make more pocket money, we started to teach English. I began with teaching 

children, and Marcel started with junior high school students. We often went to the 

bookstore located on the campus, talking about teaching, materials, and what kind of 

textbooks to use. What and how we did with the students partly came from our learning in 

the university classroom by imitating the style and format carried out by our professors, 

and secretly we were satisfied with what and how we taught. Marcel showed strong 

interests in teaching grammar, and I was amazed at how he could verbalize and explain 

some of the difficult grammatical points, even though we both knew that we were still in 

the process of learning to teach. Probably because of his confidence and eloquence, I 

bought into whatever he said. But perhaps it was because of my more withdrawn and 

reserved personality that I did not confront him.  

 

Emerging Commitment to English Teaching 

After graduating from university, we still maintained this friendship. But our life 

paths differed. Marcel went on to pursue his master’s degree in TESOL in a private 

university in Northern Taiwan, but I went to the army to serve my military duty. After 
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finishing the army, I successfully and luckily got an offer to an internationally noted 

university in the U.S. to pursue my master’s degree in TESOL. For some reasons, I turned 

down the offer and went back to Taiwan. In the meantime, not only was Marcel a graduate 

student, but he also got a teaching position in a private commercialized language center, 

LLC. Marcel then introduced me to the same language center. Now we were both teachers 

in the language school. We once again had the chance to re-experience the fun we had 

when we were college students. This time, our discussion did not take place only in 

bookstores; in fact, it happened at any time in any places. He shared with me what he had 

learned from the graduate-level courses such as TESOL Methodology, Teaching Literacy 

in English as a Foreign Language, Learning Strategies, Second Language Acquisition, and 

CALL. This was the time when he started to develop interests in teaching reading and 

vocabulary acquisition. Whenever I shared with him about what I did in my class, he 

would ask me why I think this way/method/approach would work. “Students seemed to 

respond to it well,” I replied. “In SLA, this is called…,” which was the kind of answer I 

always got after talking to him. “You really need to know this so that you can teach,” he 

added. To me, Marcel seemed to believe that teaching requires professional training.  

Probably because we were not on the same boat, since he was a master student, and I was 

just a teacher knowing nothing about language teaching and learning, I gradually found 

myself ignoring him, especially when he brought up some big words that I had no idea 

about.  

 

We Are Both Sailors on the Same Boat 

After four years of teaching in LLC, I thought I needed to fulfill the dream that I did 

not accomplish years ago in the United States. I decided to take an entrance exam for my 

master’s degree in TESOL in Taiwan, something that I had always wanted to do. Marcel 
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lent me his notes, the textbooks he read and gave me tips on oral interviews. I was later 

fortunate enough to be admitted to a nationally well-recognized TESOL program in 

Taiwan, which was the time when Marcel graduated and earned a master’s degree. Now it 

was me who took on the discourse of TESOL to communicate with him. Now we were on 

the same boat. It was the knowledge that we acquired in our programs that we started to 

complain about the textbooks used in LLC, the teachers with no professional credentials, 

the problems we had about students, the come and go of those who were not committed to 

teaching, the operating system of LLC, how teachers’ opinions were treated, and how they 

turned educational service into a commercial enterprise to the detriment of the interests of 

professional teachers. 

However, I did not entirely agree with what Marcel did or say. Marcel was active, like 

he always did, in making foreign friends. He constantly shared with me his contacts with 

his foreign friends, such as the activities they did, the topics they had talked about, his 

traveling experiences to their countries, and how his world had been different after meeting 

them. I was, to be honest, a bit irritated by what he said to me, since he had to constantly ask 

for a leave to travel. I gradually got a feeling that he was not taking his teaching profession 

seriously. “Why don’t you just move to their countries, if you like them so much?” I 

thought. But that was his decision to make, and I did not say this to him. As his friend, I 

respected his decision.  

 

Exploring Together 

 During the years, we have shared so much about our experiences in this center and 

Marcel has been eloquent and articulate about his uncomfortable teaching experience and 

has constantly complained, criticized, and lamented on the situation. What we have shared, 

however, goes beyond what happened to us as language teachers. We have been there with 
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each other, witnessing the different phrases of our life, and I wonder what meanings have 

we assigned to those experiences to make sense of our life. In particular, how Marcel has 

changed, if he has, in relation to both being a language teacher and a social being as a result 

of these experiences. I approached him on October 2011 about the research and he instantly 

expressed his willingness to participate in the study without any hesitation. At the time of 

this research, Marcel was teaching vocabulary, pronunciation, intermediate reading, IELTS, 

and advanced grammar in LLC. 

 

Capturing the Scenery along the Journey 

The scenery I captured along the research journey was a result of using semi-structured 

interviews, Marcel’s Facebook posts, cultural artifacts produced within LLC, and my 

research notes. In addition, I also interviewed an academic chair, who resigned few 

months prior to the research, to understand the functioning and operating of LLC. The 

purpose of multiple sources of data collection not only served as triangulation (Denzin, 

1978), but also helped present a panoramic view, if ever possible, of Marcel’s experiences. 

 

Semi-structured Interview(s) 

Marcel 

The purpose of understanding and exploring the teacher participant’s experiences, 

feelings, thoughts, and how his identity was forged, resisted, and negotiated renders itself 

righteously to the collection of first-account data through semi-structured interviews. Even 

though I began every interview with a designated semi-structured interview protocol, I 

allowed the teacher participant to address other issues that he found worth telling. 
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Methodologically, the interview protocol9 was designed according to Carspecken’s 

(1996) suggestion. In particular, with reference to Bourdieu’s (1990; 1993) framework as 

a starting point, the first interview (No. 1) intended to identify the cultural capital received 

from Marcel’s past teaching/learning experiences, as well as that desired in LLC. A total 

of 9 interviews, tape-recorded, were conducted with Marcel in Chinese and transcribed 

into verbatim. Table 4.1 presents a brief of summary of the interviews with Marcel. The 

issue(s) or the focus of each interview could be closely connected to the preceding 

interview, which was sometimes not foreseen. I would not have gained better 

understanding about Marcel’s life if I had adhered strictly to the interview protocols. The 

topics/concepts in the remained eight interviews, therefore, were in general based on 

Marcel’s self-initiated responses. For example, the topic domain on foreign friends and 

tutoring a student who wanted to study in TESOL were not included in the initial 

interview protocols, and Marcel’s unanticipated reference to these experiences opened up 

possibilities for viewing and understanding the enactment of his teacher identity. 

Moreover, since not all topic domains were covered in single interview, those that were not 

brought up were later the foci of subsequent interviews. 

Jean: A Former Academic Chair 

One semi-structured interview was conducted in Chinese with a former academic 

chair on November 17, 2011(100 minutes) to understand the functioning and operating 

LLC. The interview was tape-recorded and was then transcribed into verbatim.10   

 
 
 
 
 

                                                

9 Please refer to Appendix A for all the interview questions with Marcel.  

10 See appendix B for Jean’s interview questions.  
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Table 4.1  
Summary of the Interviews 
Number Date Length Focus 
1 11/17/2011 114 mins The interview centered around Marcel’s past 

teaching and learning experiences and those in 
the MA TESOL program. 

2 11/22/2011 87 mins The concept of professionalism and professional 
knowledge were evident in his accounts in 
relation to his teaching experiences in LLC.  

3 11/25/2011 96 mins Marcel elaborated on the connection between 
professionalism and professional knowledge, 
and how professionalism is dissociated from 
professional knowledge from the commercial 
perspective in the institute. In addition, Marcel 
articulated with reference to lots of incidents and 
examples to show how himself had been treated 
differently. 

4 11/27/2011 70 mins Following up the previous interview, Marcel 
talked about his feelings towards other teachers, 
especially those who were not professionally 
trained. He briefly talked about his relationship 
with his mentor (Marcel’s word) from college.  

5 07/20/2012 126 mins Not only the mentor topic was again evident in 
the interview this time, the connection Marcel 
had with his foreign friends was brought up and 
the vision of furthering his Ph.D. study were 
surfaced.   

6 08/22/2012 100 mins Marcel provided more examples to illustrate the 
close connection he had with the Mentor. In 
addition, he spoke, without detailed elaboration, 
of his tutoring experience with a student who 
wanted to study in TESOL.  

7 09/08/2012 102 mins This interview was entirely devoted to 
understanding Marcel’s experiences with foreign 
Asian Friends, and the concept of being 
native-like largely dominated his talk. 

8 05/15/2013 74 mins Marcel shared how he viewed the experience of 
tutoring a student who wanted to pursue a MA 
TESOL program. 

911 11/12/2013 32 mins Elaborating on his decision to leave Taiwan and 
relocate to Shanghai, Marcel reflected on his 
teaching experiences in LLC by comparing it to 
the freedom and rights he was offered in 
Shanghai.  

                                                

11 The short length of this interview was because Marcel had already gone to Shanghai before he could 
squeeze some time to provide in-depth reasoning, and he was only able to be interviewed during the 
short visit back to Taiwan in December.  
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Marcel’s Facebook Posts 

Recently, the understanding of identity construction via Facebook has allowed some 

insights into the individual’s self-perception and presentation (Zhao, Grasmuck & Martin, 

2008), since the Internet is a space for users to experience themselves, a means for 

“reinscribing, reconfiguring, or otherwise redefining identity, body, and self’s connection 

with other “ (Markham, 2004, p. 99). Marcel’s Facebook posts were considered another 

source of data. As a friend of the teacher participant, I had an easy and constant access to 

his Facebook posts. The decision for using the teacher participant’s Facebook post was 

inspired by the theme, “private and personal social network” emerging from the interview 

data, especially that in the fifth interview. After the fifth interview (conducted on July 20, 

2011), Marcel’s posts touching upon the connection between English teaching and the 

concept of mentor and Asian friends were salient. These posts served as prompts to 

initiate questions for the subsequent interviews. Because the posts were enormous, I 

selected a total of five posts in which Marcel addressed his teaching with reference to his 

mentor and foreign friends. 

 

Cultural Artifacts 

Although the study was primarily interview-based, I also collected relevant cultural 

artifacts, including class schedule, flyers, on-line bulletined information, and information 

on the website of the language school, produced within LLC. They not only contain 

structural homologies inherent in LLC (Grenfell & Hardy, 2003), but also provide insights 

into human culture (Foucault, 1970). This form of information allowed me to understand 

the type of teachers desired in LLC and how Marcel’s reported experiences were reflected 

in the number of the course assigned to him. 
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Researcher’s Research Notes 

After every interview, I not only summarized what was brought up, that is, time, setting, 

and people that were involved in Marcel’s each experience in the conversation, but also 

included my personal reflection and comments. Both descriptive and reflective, the 

research notes were regarded as data source as well, as they were helpful in “expressing 

opinions, identifying emotions, making contradictory statements and posing challenging 

questions, and for the development of debate with one’s own and other people’s ideas” 

(Bold, 2012, p. 88). For example, I wrote the question “What aspects professional 

knowledge do you emphasize when you were tutoring the student?” on my journal entry for 

the sixth interview, when Marcel touched only slightly upon his tutoring experience with a 

student who wanted to pursue in a TESOL program. 

 

Moving from Field Text to Research Text 

One of the many challenges of using narrative approach, as Clandinin and Connelly 

(2000) point out, is the transition from field text to research text: 

As we move from field texts to research texts, our field texts are the texts of which 
we ask questions of meaning and social significance.... These are the general 
questions that drive the transition from field texts to research texts as analytical and 
interpretive matters come to the fore. These questions are made more complex as we 
ask them in the midst of trying to negotiate a new way of being in relation with our 
participants, and as we fight against our desire to let field texts speak for themselves 
… For a narrative inquiry of reasonable scope, the constructed field texts may appear 
overwhelming (p.130). 

Indeed, I experienced anxiety from looking through the amount of data I gathered. 

Nevertheless, it is important that I show you how my “modes of thought” (Bruner, 1985, p. 

15) shaped the way I viewed my data and further interpreted them. 
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Paradigmatic Cognition and Narrative Cognition 

Bruner (1985) articulated two kinds of knowing: paradigmatic cognition and narrative 

cognition. According to Bruner, the primary operating principle characterizing 

paradigmatic cognition is to identify common themes among people or within a person, 

labeling them under certain categories. The categories are then examined to show their 

connections, as in most qualitative studies using inductive techniques. As a primary method 

of reasoning for human to constitute their experiences as ordered and consistent 

(Polkinghorne, 1995), paradigmatic cognition is to “bring order to experience by seeing 

individual things as belonging to a category” (p. 10). This way of thinking about data leads 

to what Polkinghorne called “analysis of narrative” (p. 12).  

 Narrative cognition, unlike paradigmatic cognition, is directed to understand actions 

and decisions made by actors (Bruner, 1985; Mitchell, 1981; Ricoeur, 1983, in 

Polkinghorne, 1985). Therefore, attention is given to the temporal context and relevant 

elements that make each situation remarkable. Taken together, these situations, events, and 

contexts are connected to the central purpose of the action or choice. By organizing data 

(e.g., disparate experiences and/or events) into “a coherent developmental account” or 

“emplotted narrative” (Polkinghorne, 1995, p. 15), “narrative analysis” (p. 15), involving 

settings, characters, and plot, captures a person’s struggle, motivation, beliefs, motivations, 

purposes and emotions to “bring order and meaningfulness that is not apparent in the data 

themselves ” (p. 16).  

 To summarize, these two forms of knowing lead to different principles of analyzing 

data. First, while paradigmatic cognition is concerned with what is shared among actions, 

narrative cognition focuses on the idiosyncrasy of each action. Second, whereas 

paradigmatic knowledge is embodied in individual words to name a concept, narrative 

knowing is (re)presented in emplotted stories. Third, unlike paradigmatic analysis, which 
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results in description of themes that hold across the stories or in taxonomies of types of 

stories, characters, or settings by moving from stories to shared elements, narrative analysis 

gathers happenings and events and configures them by means of a plot into a story or 

stories.  

 Then what is a plot? How does the idea of emplotment inform my analysis? 

According to Polkinghorne (1988), the plot of the narrative is “the organizing theme that 

identities the significance and role of the individual events” (p.18). The plot transforms a 

list of events into a schematic whole by highlighting and recognizing the contribution made 

by each event to the development and outcome of the story. He further argued, therefore, 

“without the recognition of significance given by the plot, each event would appear as 

discontinuous and separate” (p. 19). From this perspective, the plot of a narrative connects 

the threads of events by assigning meaningfulness to each event, and the significance of 

each event weaves together complexly to make a coherent story.  

 

Analyzing the Narrative Data 

When carrying out the data analysis, I engaged in both modes of thought and utilized 

both methods of analysis, since they are complementary (Kramp, 2003) in that analysis of 

Marcel’s narratives led me to identify common elements that later informed and shaped the 

plot I constructed when creating his narrative analysis.   

 However, Polkinghorne did not outline specific procedure as to how researchers go 

about analyzing data, and eventually, by taking into both modes of thinking and both types 

of analysis, I engaged in the processes of narrative analysis and analysis of narrative in an 

iterative and interactive manner. In analysis of narrative, I adopted holistic content analysis 

proposed by Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach and Zilber (1998). I modified some of their steps to 

suit my purpose of analysis. In this stage of analysis, I  
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Step 1: read the interviews many times to assort the many experiences into initial topics12; 

Step 2: read the interview under each topic many times and jotted down my “initial and 

global impression” (p. 62) of teach topic;  

Step 3: reread each topic of interview and named a theme that helped give meaning to each 

topic. 

At this stage of analysis, each story was viewed within its bounded context; that is, each of 

Marcel’s narrative was examined in relation to when it happened, who were involved, and 

where it took place. Based on the individual events/experiences identified by Marcel, the 

themes of the eight stories are: 

113. Earlier Teaching Experience: I Taught Knowledge about Language 

2. Emerging Teacher Identity in the TESOL Program: Did I Have to Be a Student Pleaser? 

3. Struggling in LLC: This Is Not Language Teaching! 

4. My Influential Mentor: The Person I Respect and Admire the Most  

5. Developing Confidence in Near-nativelikeness through Social Contact: What about My 

Students? 

6. Envisioning an Academic Future in TESOL 

7. Aggravating Frustration: How Can You Not Take This Seriously? I Thought You 

Wanted to Be an English Teacher! 

                                                

12  Marcel’s words were used to name the topics. For example, Marcel devoted time to talking about his 

experience in a master TESOL program, and the topic of this segment of interview was named 

“Experience in TESOL program.”  

13 The number specifying the theme reflects the sequence of the interviews in which Marcel shared these 

stories.  
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8. Relocating to Shanghai: A New Start 

Moving on to narrative analysis, I 

Step 4: arranged the interviews, or themes, chronologically based on the reported date of 

experiences/events; 

Step 5: removed all the interview questions and my comments/reflection from the interview 

texts so that distractions were avoided; 

Step 6: (re)read the whole interview texts in their chronological order several times to make 

sense of and grasp their content; 

Step 7: connected the constituent themes from each experience/event identified in the 

analysis of narratives (step 3) by conceptualizing and configuring them into a plot, 

which involved closer examination of Marcel’s multiple identities, both shared and 

contradictory discourses surrounding Marcel, and both the capital desired and 

unwanted; and finally,  

Step 8: weaved together the themes to create a coherent story that was organized by the 

plot. 

The first three steps depended on the explicit content of Marcel’s stories. The process of 

narrative analysis, especially from step 6 to step 8, did not take place in a linear fashion; it 

was recursive. In particular, the conceptualization and configuration of the plot (step 7) 

involved thinking about the experiences with the theoretical concepts formulated. The 

framework of postmodern identity foregrounded Marcel’s multiple identities as, for 

example, a language teacher, a language learner, a graduate student, a friend to his private 

social network, and an old timer to the teaching profession in his multiple experiences. 

Gee’s discourse helped me pay attention to the thoughts, feelings, and values surrounding 

Marcel in relation to his identities and experiences. Bourdieu’s field and capital allowed me 
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to see how the enabling and constraining force of the possession of certain thoughts, values, 

and competence were played out when Marcel moved from one experience to the next. As 

Polkinghorne (1995) maintained, the configuration of data into a coherent story involves 

trials of testing. Taking this into mind, when I identified themes that were contradictory to 

the emerging plot, these themes had to be framed in a way that was better adapted to the 

coherence of the story, as well as the associations among events/experiences. Therefore, 

there were constant revisits to the data, the identified themes from Marcel’s reported 

events/experiences, and the emerging plot, as well as the connection between the themes 

and the plot. Building on the two types of analysis, I arrived at the final sequence of the 

eight stories: 

Narrative 1: Earlier Teaching Experience: I Taught Knowledge about Language 

Narrative 2: Emerging Teacher Identity in the TESOL Program: Did I Have to Be a  

   Student Pleaser? 

Narrative 3: My Influential Mentor: The Person I Respect and Admire the Most 

Narrative 4: Envisioning an Academic Future in TESOL 

Narrative 5: Developing Confidence in Near-nativelikeness through Social Contact: What 

about My Students? 

Narrative 6: Struggling in LLC: This Is Not Language Teaching! 

Narrative 7: Aggravating Frustration: How Can You Not Take This Seriously? I Thought 

You Wanted to Be an English Teacher! 

Narrative 8: Relocating to Shanghai: A New Start 

Examining the data through the three theoretical frameworks, I conceptualized the plot 

connecting these themes, or stories, as Teacher Identity as a Site of Struggle for 
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Recognition. 

 

Securing Trustworthiness of the Research Journey 

Member Checking 

The friendship Marcel and I have built up among each other over the years has allowed 

him to open his heart to me with the collection of rich data to secure trustworthiness of the 

study (Murray, 2009). Moreover, since Jean had already left LLC prior to the research, it 

was assumed that there had been no interest conflicts between Jean and LLC, and therefore, 

Jean was able to articulate what LLC was like based on her six-year of immersion in this 

context. Both Marcel and Jean signed the consent form and were guaranteed the right of 

sudden withdrawal from the research. I was fully aware that I was representing and 

reconstructing my participant’s life experience and every segment of story that was used 

in the writing, therefore, was sent back to the participant with my reflective comments for 

member check (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

 

Researcher’s Positioning and Reflexivity 

  I believe that it is impossible for me to be detached from this research process and 

to ignore the fact that my subjectivity as a researcher, with my own preconceived notions, 

such as complex values, ideologies, and experiences affecting how this research was 

conducted. One way for me to understand how my subjectivity and positioning may have 

influenced the course of this research is to monitor my reflexivity, which is commonly 

defined as a researcher engaging in “the process of a continual internal dialogue and 

critical self-evaluation of researcher’s positionality and as well as active 

acknowledgement and explicit recognition that his position may affect the research 

process and outcome” (Berger, 2013, p.2). In this view, researcher’s reflexivity challenges 
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the view that knowledge production in a research is independent of a researcher producing 

it and that knowledge is objective; in other words, reflexivity helps “examine the impact 

of the position, perspective and presence of the researcher … open up unconscious 

motivations and implicit biases in the researcher’s approach” (Finlay, 2002). Member 

check, multiple interviews, and prolonged engagement, for instance, have been proposed 

to be some commonly employed strategies to increase researcher’s reflexivity (Padgett, 

2008; Polkinghorne, 2007). In addition to the strategies employed in this research, I 

needed to be aware of my own positioning by documenting and examining how my 

attitude and values throughout the journey had changed (Bell, 2011; Berger, 2013; 

Canagarajah, 1996; Menard-Warwick, 2011) in my research notes. I carried multiple 

identities during the course of this research journey. I was a graduate student, an English 

teacher working in LLC (perhaps also a teacher not acknowledged professionally by LLC), 

both Marcel’s friend and colleague, and a researcher interested in language teacher 

education, to name a few (These identity options with Marcel are presented earlier under 

Introducing the Main Character with Whom I Was Traveling). As the research journey 

unfolded, I found that some of the identities I took on came into contradictions with others. 

I will illustrate with two examples that document how being reflexive influenced my 

decisions in this research journey.  

At the onset of this research journey, I intended to understand and explore Marcel’s 

experiences in LLC only, which limited my interview questions to those that probed into 

this particular context. Also working as an English teacher in LLC, I was an insider. On 

the one hand, this shared experience allowed me to conveniently approach this research 

journey with some knowledge about the subject under study and possibly the direction 

towards which the research oriented. However, it seemed that this insider perspective, on 

the other hand, also constantly made me filter the information that seemed irrelevant to 
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Marcel’s experience in LLC, rendering it unworthy of exploration. Daly (1992, in Berger, 

2013) pointed out the kind of tendency I experienced when researchers might have 

overlooked certain aspects of participants’ experiences because of the shared experience 

between the researcher and the researched. It was through constant reading of Marcel’s 

first two interview transcripts that I wrote this question in my research note: “As a 

colleague, I relate strongly to Marcel’s experience because of my familiarity with him and 

LLC, but as unique social being, how are we different?” The conscious and deliberate 

effort in reflecting on my attitude led me further to explore Marcel’s other experiences, 

especially the connection with his foreign friends. In turn, this change of attitude also 

modified how I framed my subsequent interview questions and later my data analysis.  

 Another example involves me as an outsider to Marcel’s experience with his foreign 

friends. As a friend, I respected Marcel’s private social life, and I believed that these 

friends played an important role in refueling Marcel from tiring teaching load. When 

probing into this experience further as a researcher interested in teacher education, 

however, I started to have the feeling that Marcel was letting his private social life 

interfere with his professionalism. Moreover, I, in my researcher mode, did know that it 

was part of the process that Marcel was going through when constructing his teacher 

identity, but I constantly found myself wanting to tell Marcel to be aware of this influence 

so that his voice of being himself as a teacher would not be lost. This anxiety illustrates a 

dilemma in which I, being Marcel’s close friend, had to act professionally with 

responsibility to disseminate research findings (Bold, 2012). Nevertheless, I, as a 

researcher, respected my participant as subjects, with both histories and intentions. To not 

influence what Marcel would have otherwise said and done, I did not tell Marcel how I 

felt eventually.  

 Like many, if not most, participants in narrative research, Marcel expressed interest 
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in his own personal story (Smythe & Murray, 2000). “This is interesting, and I would 

really like to know how you write about me,” said Marcel in the member checking process. 

My response to Marcel’s words demonstrates the ethical principle suggested by Josselson 

(2007) when I constructed his story. I wanted Marcel to know that the interpretation and 

analysis of his story served as “an exemplar that illustrates a conceptual and theoretical 

point” (p. 551) so that relevant conceptual implications of his experienced meanings could 

be generated to the academy, hoping that he would not take this personally. I wrote: 

 Dear participant,  
The purpose of this member checking process is for you to see how our oral 
interviews were transformed into written texts for research purpose. At the same 
time, you are congenially welcome to identify or clarify any possible 
misinterpretations. The reconstruction hopes to bring to the fore certain social 
phenomenon both constituting and mirroring social reality, especially the issues 
involving understanding and researching language teacher identity. Hopefully, the 
theorizing of TESOL teacher education can benefit from reading your stories. 
Please note that the reconstruction of your stories does not intend to impose any 
value judgments on the many actions, thoughts, behaviors, and beliefs that you have 
brought with you to this research journey… 

Jean also went through the same member checking process, despite, unlike Marcel, she 

did not express strong interests in reading the reconstruction of her interview, since, as she 

said, “I already left the company, so I don’t really care about what will be written, as long 

as you don’t reveal my name.” Both Marcel and Jean’s interview segments used in this 

research were an effort of my own translation, whose accuracy was confirmed through 

member check.  

 

Sharing the Scenery along the Journey 

When constructing Marcel’s story, I referenced to Polkinghorne’s (1988,1995) 

analysis of narrative and narrative analysis by taking into account Bruner’s (2001) 

proposal on two characteristics narrative accounts, which first, should center around social 
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agents’ intentional states (e.g., desires, beliefs, and motivations), and second, on how 

these intentional states led to certain kinds of activities and decisions. Therefore, the 

presentations of Marcel’s story was organized by centering upon his intentional states 

such as his beliefs, motivations, and desires, and further his decisions and actions as a 

result of those intentional states in a developmental order. However, human experiences 

are complex and sometimes messy, and many experiences may even happen 

simultaneously within a specific duration of time frame. This makes imposing a structural 

view that connects the many threads of Marcel’s experiences challenging and problematic. 

Therefore, I paid specific attention to time, people, and context in each of Marcel’s 

narratives, and you will see me reference back and forth between narratives when 

necessary to anchor their connections. In the next chapter, Marcel’s eight narratives will 

be presented. The plot formulated in conjunction with how Marcel’s teacher identity is 

conceptualized in relation to these narratives is to be presented in chapter 5.  
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Chapter 4: A NARRATIVE ACCOUNT OF MARCEL 

 

Narrative 1: 

Earlier Teaching Experience: 

I Taught Knowledge about Language 

Reflecting on his earlier teaching experience before entering a master’s TESOL 

program, Marcel thought of himself as a transmitter of language knowledge, a teacher 

“who taught knowledge about English.” He thought that he was good at English and as a 

result teaching English would not be a problem for him. Moreover, because students 

needed linguistic knowledge in order to pass tests, to speak, and to write English, Marcel 

invested himself in sharpening his linguistic understanding of English rather than his 

teaching skills. Marcel said, “In the first two to three years, I spent lots of time reading 

about English grammar. I bought a lot of reference books on grammar and vocabulary, 

and I even memorized sentence structures so that I could teach English.” Marcel, at the 

time, connected English teaching to exclusive imparting of linguistic knowledge to his 

learners by responding to their needs, feeling that “I needed to show them this is how 

English works in its structure in a very short time,” even though he did not know whether 

or not he was doing the right thing. Marcel briefly attributed this thought to his past 

learning experience. He said: 

I used to learn this way, and almost all my teachers taught in this way (…) I was 
not sure if this worked or not (…) I just thought I needed to improve my linguistic 
knowledge so that I could further improve my students. 

 
In the early years of his teaching, Marcel regarded transmitting linguistic knowledge as his 

main goal of language teaching. 
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Narrative 2: 

Emerging Teacher Identity in the TESOL Program: 

Did I Have to Be a Student Pleaser? 

In order to secure a teaching position, Marcel applied to a thesis-based master’s 

program of TESOL after graduating from a university in 2003. During his four years of 

study, Marcel took courses such as TESOL Methodology, Teaching Literacy in English as 

a Foreign Language, Learning Strategies, Second Language Acquisition, and CALL. 

Marcel started to develop a sense of teaching by differentiating himself from his teachers 

in high schools and those in LLC14: 

My grammar teachers and other teachers teaching grammar whom I met were not 
teaching their students right. They could be right, and that’s because that’s how 
they were taught (…) they did not major in TESOL, even though they are 
successful language learners, but that does not mean the way they learned can be 
applied to their students (…) not all students can be as successful as they are.  

 

During the second interview, Marcel constantly drew on the discourse of TESOL by 

referencing to SLA theory to illustrate what it was meant to be a teacher. In particular, he 

stated that teachers without professional training taught in the way they were taught, and 

this was not because they were right. “What I learned in the course of SLA is that the 

steps a teacher performs during class reflects his understanding about teaching and he 

should know something about learning so that appropriate measures can be taken,” he 

continued. 

To relate theory to practice, Marcel incorporated what he had learned in the TESOL 

program into teaching. To arouse students’ interests and motivation, Marcel decided to 

experiment with teaching materials by utilizing the movie “Pirates of the Caribbean” as 

                                                

14 At this time, Marcel started to teach in LLC, and this experience will be presented in Narrative 6 

“Struggling in LLC: This Is Not Language Teaching!”  
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reading text. Being excited, Marcel announced that today they were going to read and do 

something different, but was later startled by one of the students’ response, who said, “I 

don’t want to read this.” “That was a slap in the face,” said Marcel. He started to ask 

himself whether or not he continued the lesson, since he was concerned about both 

students’ reactions and his rationale underpinning the use of this material. Marcel said, “I 

used this material to arouse students’ interests and motivation, but obviously I was the 

only one who found it interesting.” “Do I give up all the materials because students are 

showing no interests, or do I still proceed no matter what, since this is a result of my six 

hours hard work?” he wondered.  

Reflecting on this event, Marcel struggled between, on the one hand, adhering to his 

teaching belief by doing “the right thing,” and “pleasing students” on the other. By 

pleasing students, Marcel referred to the fact that students had already got accustomed to 

the type of reading class characterized mostly by teacher translation The questions 

“Should I teach the way that you have been familiar with? If I don’t challenge your 

[learners’] beliefs, will you not get irritated by me?” constantly echoed in Marcel’s head 

throughout this stage of his teaching. Marcel continued: 

Was I doing the right thing? Should I challenge the “truth” that learners have 
been holding for a long time? Did I go back to the traditional teaching performed 
by traditional teachers or those without professional training? (…) Did I teach the 
way informed by my professional training or not? I was feeling suspicious about 
what I am doing. 

After Marcel entered a TESOL program, his teacher identity started to emerge by taking 

up the discourses of TESOL, which informed both his thinking and actins. But at the same 

time, he also experienced a sense of uneasiness where he had to on the one hand challenge 

learner beliefs, and initiated efforts to put theory into practice on the other.  
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Narrative 3: 

My Influential Mentor: 

The Person I Respect and Admire the Most 

When talking about teaching, Marcel told about his connection with his mentor back 

in university. Marcel was in the teacher’s TESOL Methodology. To recall, not only was 

Marcel impressed by her commitment to and expertise in language teaching, but also her 

personal charisma. “She,” said Marcel, “was direct, straightforward, not pretentious at 

all.” That’s what I like about her.” Marcel provided an account of one incident to describe 

his mentor’s unpretentious way of teaching: 

There was one time when we were learning about teaching approaches, and my 
group was assigned to introduce and demonstrate community language learning in 
which we had to use a tape recorder to record what students said. But in the actual 
demonstration, we thought at the time the use of a tape recorder was not important, 
so we did not bring one. When she saw us not bringing a tape recorder as we 
stepped on the podium, she asked us if we had one. “No we don’t,” we responded. 
She said, “You can get down. This approach is officially ruined.” I was appalled.  

What Marcel learned from this was that there was an “important essence” behind 

each teaching act, and teaching would be in vein if this essence was not realized. To 

Marcel, the mentor was not only a researcher who knew lots of theories and an expert who 

knew about what she was doing, but also a caring teacher who always provided practical 

advice and workable techniques to her students. During the first few years of teaching, 

Marcel regarded the mentor as a source to which he turned for advice whenever he had 

problems. The advice given by the mentor not only impacted the actual presentation and 

development of Marcel’s teaching materials and pedagogical techniques but also exerted 

influence over Marcel’s conceptualization of being a teacher. Marcel clearly remembered 

that:  

When I was teaching vocabulary, I designed a vocabulary list for my students and 
I knew this was something that other teachers would do when they were teaching 
vocabulary (…) I showed this sheet to her. But all what she said was “If you are 
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doing what other teachers are doing, then don’t bother coming and talking to me.” 

“This conversation with her,” said Marcel, “left a permanent mark on me,” who gradually 

came to believe that teaching was not solely about transmitting linguistic knowledge, but 

also about paying attention to material selection and design, and most importantly, about 

being different, being creative, and about making changes, and this according to Marcel, 

included “shaking learner beliefs.”  

As an expert in teaching grammar, the mentor did not deny the importance of 

transmitting linguistic knowledge to learners. In fact, according to Marcel, she emphasized 

that teachers ought to have a sophisticated grasp of linguistic knowledge and be able to 

explain it with understandable and clear articulation. The feeling of being suspicious about 

whether he had to sharpen his linguistic knowledge so that he could improve his students’ 

(Narrative 1) and the desire to change students’ beliefs and actions about learning English 

(Narrative 2) seemed to be resolved with the recognition and affirmation by his mentor.  

Another incident Marcel recalled to be influential involves the mentor’s comment on 

his pronunciation, which later reinforced his commitment to speaking standard American 

English. This incident, according to Marcel, is something that “I genuinely want to do for 

her and to make her proud.” 

That was the time before I took her course of pronunciation correction. She once 
told me that there was something wrong with my pronunciation, my articulation of 
certain vowels and consonants. They sound “strange,” she said. “If I could assign 
you a score on a scale of 100, you get 80 only.”  

Marcel was frustrated and started to reflect on his earlier learning experiences that 

emphasized test scores to the detriment of intelligibility and comprehensibility of 

pronunciation. “I thought,” he continued, “that I would be able to hear her compliment on 

my improvement one day.” Marcel positively took this criticism and transformed it into 

actions leading to lots of imitations, watching movies, and talking with and listening to his 
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foreign friends. In addition, Marcel also asked to be an auditor student to take the course 

in 2008, five years after he graduated from university. The efforts Marcel made in 

improving his pronunciation was not only driven by his personal motivation to speak 

standard English but more importantly, by a desire “to get recognized and affirmed by her 

[the mentor].”  

The mentor did not only tell Marcel his weakness, but also complimented on his 

achievement and improvement as a teacher, not directly to his face, but “indirectly in front 

of her graduate level class.” Marcel said: 

She often told her students that one of her former students, which is I, was one of 
the few students who, after taking her course of pronunciation correction, could 
actually speak well and teach the class (…) he was doing well at his work. This 
makes me feel that I am a disciple of her and is on the track of passing on her 
wisdom.  

Teaching, however, was not always the topic of their conversations. As they got to 

know more about each other, Marcel and the mentor started to develop personal bond that 

went beyond teacher-student relationship. They talked about private matters such as 

family, pastimes, friends, Marcel’s personal romance, and his future plan. The mentor did 

not treat Marcel only as a student (Marcel’s social role at the time), but also assured him 

that he was a social being with blood and flesh, and that he was supposed feel frustrated 

when encountering difficulties even though he was a teacher, and even though these 

feelings and emotions would negatively influence his teaching at times. “She is like my 

second mother to me,” said Marcel.   

 

Narrative 4: 

Envisioning an Academic Future in TESOL 

Marcel admitted that he was not one of those hardworking students back in his 

graduate study, but he did make a lot of efforts on his oral presentation. He practiced to 
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make sure that his pronunciation did not sound strange, and that the information conveyed 

was smooth and logical. One time after his oral presentation, his fellow classmates who 

were newly admitted to the same program commended on his performance:  

They came to me and told me that I was good. They said they had no problems 
understanding what I was saying. My pronunciation was clear. My organization 
was coherent and easy to follow. What made me really happy was that they said 
they had never seen a student who could speak with such confidence, eloquence, 
and smooth transition. They felt like they were listening to a professor’s lecture.  

Marcel shared this experience with his mentor, having a vision that one day he could 

also present as a professor. This feeling was reinforced by a moment in which Marcel 

witnessed his mentor’s presentation. In 2004, Marcel had a chance to attend a language 

teaching conference in which his mentor was one of the presenters. He was really 

marveled by the number of people participating and the diverse research topics/issues 

presented. In particular, he finally had a chance to see how his mentor, the person he 

deeply admired and respected, enlightened not only himself but also the audience. During 

the mentor’s presentation, Marcel not only took notes of what she was saying, but also 

noticed that he himself was not the only person paying attention to the mentor; “Everyone 

was watching. She was the center of attention,” said Marcel. He liked the authoritative 

voice and presence of his mentor, imagining himself that one day he could be on the 

podium presenting his research to other people, and that he could take up his own 

authoritative voice and presence to make his voice heard.  

Coupling with his aspiration to further his academic career to purse a Doctoral degree, 

Marcel indeed regarded his mentor as influential in prompting him to pursue this 

academic life. He said, “I wanted to be like my teacher. It’s amazing how she could 

combine complex and difficult theories into her teaching. It would be really good if I 

could one day also have a teaching position in university.” An academic position, 
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according to Marcel, has the potential to make his voice heard and initiate changes about 

educational practice, and perhaps, in Marcel’s words, “to transform the public’s view 

about what language teaching and learning is.”  

 

Narrative 5: 

Developing Confidence in Near-nativelikeness through Social Contact: 

What about My Students? 

Marcel has always been a person who likes to make friends. “I think it was 2008 or 

2009,” through Facebook, Marcel started to have contact with people from the Philippines, 

Hong Kong, Thailand, Australia, Singapore, and New Zealand, etc. Marcel started his 

story: 

I met this friend on Facebook. He is a Filipino working in Vietnam. He called me 
one day. I was hesitating about whether or not I should pick up the phone because 
I had a stereotype that people from Philippine had a strange accent when speaking 
English and I worried I would not understand him at all. Unfortunately, that was 
his concern too. He thought I would also speak English with a weird Taiwanese 
accent. Surprisingly, we both misunderstood each other. I thought he spoke very 
good English and he felt the same way about me, too.  

Marcel eagerly shared another story, when a Singaporean friend visited him in 

Taiwan: 

When were at a tourist spot, walking and talking, and we were talking about 
something (…), I suddenly used a word “pretentious,” which I thought to be an 
ordinary English word, and he was surprised that I knew this word and said “I 
thought Taiwanese would not use this word.”  

Marcel felt happy and assured that his use of English, pronunciation in particular, 

was recognized by these friends. When referring to these two events, Marcel once again 

talked about the mentor and expressed deep appreciation and gratitude to her. “If it were 

not for her, I would not have come this far and my pronunciation would still sound weird,” 
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Marcel said.  

Marcel enjoyed talking to these friends because he thought he could learn English 

from them, and by reading their Facebook posts, he was able to pick up some frequently 

used phrases and vocabulary. For example, Marcel talked about the time when he was 

sitting in front of a convenience store, where he met a native speaker.  

He was drinking and was about to make a toast to me. When I asked him about his 
trip in Taiwan so far, I used “Did you have a blast?” rather than “Did you have a 
good time?” I saw this phrase when reading one of my foreign friends’ Facebook 
posts. He was surprised and said, “How do you know this phrase? Nonnative 
speakers almost never use this.” I never thought I would be complimented simply 
because I know how to use this. 

As a consequence of these positive experiences, Marcel came to understand that being 

native-like was giving him confidence of being an English speaker.   

Marcel was aware that his friends do not necessarily come from countries where 

English is the native language. He once assigned a task to a student whose work duty 

involved responding to foreign mails in a foreign trade company. This student was asked 

to juxtapose sentences written by Americans, Singaporeans, Koreans, British, and 

Hongkongese and to “explain how they use English.” The purpose, according to Marcel, 

was to make students understand that “English is no longer used exclusively by native 

speakers.”   

One event in particular Marcel encountered shows how foreigners view English 

learning in Taiwan.  

This friend asked me, when we were walking on the street, “Why do Taiwanese 
people always run away when we use English to ask them questions?” “They are 
probably shy or don’t know how to use English to respond,” I said. “We are not 
westerners, and we don’t speak good English, either. We are simply using this 
language to express ourselves. But I feel that Taiwanese have no motivation to use 
this language.” He even questioned our education by saying “Do you Taiwanese 
learn English when you were little?” 
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This friend’s view seems to be confirmed when Marcel visited Singapore with his friends. 

In this trip, Marcel experienced a feeling that one of his friends whose English was not as 

good as his was not treated with respect. He said: 

We were ordering at a restaurant. One of my friends’ English was not that good, 
and this waiter did not seem to take his order politely. They talked to us, but 
when he talked to my friend, I could see his facial expression. I could feel it. It 
was a bit embarrassing for my friend.  

All of these experiences prompted Marcel to pose lots of questions. By drawing on 

discourses in the news, as well as students’ attitude towards English learning to frame his 

thinking, Marcel said:  

It’s always on the news, telling that compared to learners in Singapore, Hong 
Kong, Malaysia, why are Taiwanese students always on the bottom on TOEFL, 
IELTS, and TOEIC (…) my students, I believe almost all students in Taiwan, 
think of language not as a tool to communicate but as a subject in the test, like 
geography or math. I mean students all over the world have to take tests, so 
passing a test is not a phenomenon unique to Taiwan (…) they all have tests, but 
they have better communication than us. Why is that? 

At this stage of teaching, Marcel translated his experiences into teaching that 

centered on the belief of achieving nativelikeness. This belief was evident when he said 

that the ultimate goal of learning English was to communicate with native speakers, as he 

said, “Wouldn’t we want to be recognized by native speakers when learning a foreign 

language?” He constantly drew on some of his personal encounter with foreigners as 

examples to show his students how he had learned English and how these foreigners had 

responded well to his use of English: 

Even though I was a foreign language learner, which I still am, I got recognized 
by native speakers. It’s fulfilling, really! Deep in my mind I feel happy! It proves 
that I could speak a language of others. I hope these experiences can in some way 
influence my students’ learning.  

Moreover, Marcel used these encounters with his foreign friends to challenge the 
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discourse permeating the society that in Taiwan and other similar EFL contexts there was 

no natural English learning environment that provided authentic input. Marcel’s active 

investment in his own English learning contrasted sharply with that of his students he had 

observed:  

I often tell my students this. I mean this is how I created my English learning 
environment; I initiated the move to find these friends, and students always feel 
that their learning take place only in the classroom. What I am trying to say is that 
you create your own environment and find your own friends who use English!  

 With an attempt to realize his ideas, Marcel asked an Australian to rate his students’ 

speaking who were in his IELTS preparation course. He told his students that a native 

speaker would evaluate their oral practice. After Marcel recorded their answers at his cell 

phone, the Australian evaluated the productions by following the rating rubric provided by 

him. This experience not only provided students with a chance to understand the native 

speaker’s perception of their oral production, but also served as a source for Marcel to 

confirm that his belief was right. Marcel said, “When he [the Australian] gave my students 

positive feedback, he indirectly affirmatively recognized what I believe to be true.” The 

shared beliefs between Marcel and his foreign friends not only impacted his identity as a 

language learner, exerting influences over his investment in his own language learning, 

but also are a source of discourse he drew on to enact his teacher identity. 
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Narrative 6: 

Struggling in LLC: 

This Is Not Language Teaching! 

In 2004, Marcel started to teach in a commercialized language center in Northern 

Taiwan, the same place where I am currently teaching. At the same time, Marcel was also 

a graduate student in a TESOL program. Thinking that he could actually incorporate 

theory into practice and experiment with different teaching techniques, Marcel was 

excited about working in this language center. With a vision to change students’ beliefs 

about language learning, Marcel struggled (Narrative 2). Marcel wanted to challenge what 

he called “the traditional way of learning English,” in which “students spend lots of time 

copying what is said and written by the teacher without actually having chances to use and 

interact with the language.” Marcel did understand that students were not the people to 

blame, since they were taught by teachers who learned English this way.  

Marcel soon realized that it was not only learners whose views had to be challenged 

but also other teachers’ and the people running this center. Marcel referred to the quality 

of teachers in the center as inconsistent and inadequate. He categorized the teachers into 

four types: traditional, entertaining, teaching machines, and professionally credentialed 

and trained. To Marcel, traditional teachers separate language from the context in which it 

is used and spend lots of time presenting synonyms and antonyms, explaining 

grammatical points, and dissembling words into suffix and prefix. Entertaining teachers 

tell a lot of jokes and celebrity impersonations to make students feel less pressured when 

learning English. In Marcel’s view, teachers falling into this type are “nice people” in the 

students’ eye, and the attitude of pressure-free teaching is sending an inappropriate 

message to learners that they don’t have to work hard and can naturally pick up the 

language. Teaching machines, the third type of teacher, are those who go about teaching 

to make money, caring nothing about teaching and learner attainment. The last type of 
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teachers are those who are professionally trained and understand that it takes a lot of effort 

to make a lesson work by taking into account many aspects of teaching and learning such 

as “learner beliefs and technical knowledge.” 

Marcel knew that there was nothing he could do about teachers, since this was not his 

language center to run, but he believed that the company ought to be the gatekeeper when 

selecting teachers. He humorously put that if he had been the owner of this company, he 

would have fired those who were unprofessionally trained. After teaching in the center for 

quite a time, Marcel talked to one of the academic chairs to whom he was close about this 

issue. The solution to this problem, according to Marcel, was that the center encouraged 

teachers to take TOEFL, TOEIC and IELTS to validate their professionalism. Marcel did 

not agree that this could be the way:  

Teachers can prove their English competence by taking these tests, but these tests 
do not prove that they can teach. I mean these are English proficiency test, 
measuring test takers’ ability to use language, not their knowledge on how to teach. 
They need knowledge about education and teaching.  

At this stage, compared to his earlier teaching, Marcel started to move his attention 

from the focus of linguistic knowledge to pedagogical knowledge, both of which, 

according to him, contribute to teachers’ professionalism. Marcel was adamant and 

explicit about the role of professional knowledge by differentiating himself from the 

others: 

I am not like them. I am from TESOL. I am professionally trained, so I have 
knowledge about how to teach and how students can benefit from my teaching. 
Even though we are all language teachers here, for me they are only language 
knowledge transmitters. 

Referring to his categorization of teachers, Marcel commented: 

I mean they [teachers with no professional training] all teach in an old-fashioned 
way. It’s always about translation and explanation. They teach in the way they were 
taught. They don’t know how language is learned, and they do not know the 
principles or theories about language teaching. I mean they are showing students 
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that this is how language is learned. I mean it is irresponsible and dangerous. 

In particular, Marcel had issues with the entertaining type of teachers. In his view, 

for teachers to have a sense of humor is important but this characteristic should be regarded 

as an added benefit to foster language learning rather than the criterion to recruit teachers 

as well as the priority on which students decide which classes to attend. Suggesting that 

both LLC and the students are wrongfully propagating and assimilating ideas on language 

teaching and learning, Marcel was sending the message that professional knowledge is no 

less, and even more important than a teacher’s entertaining presence. He questioned: 

But are you being popular because you are a language teacher, or because you are 
an entertainer? Are you having a lot of students because you are an educator, or is 
it just because you are good at telling jokes, good at breaking the ice, good 
looking?” 

Compared to other teachers, “I believe I dare to say more.” Marcel sometimes brought the 

issue to the public eye by sharing how he felt with his students. When reflecting on how 

students felt about what he said, “I am definitely not one of the popular teachers,” said 

Marcel, since  

I have to challenge a lot of people. I have to change my students’ thinking and 
behavior about learning English. I have to do many things that they are not used to, 
probably something that completely contradicts what they were used to (…) And 
also those teachers, I mean it’s ok that students don't understand what and why I 
am doing because they are learners learning a new language. But if you are a 
teacher, you need to understand teaching. You need to have the right way to teach 
your students. My opinions and my words sometimes really irritate them. During 
years of teaching here, I have constantly, really, received point deduction on the 
teacher evaluation. I think that’s probably one of the reasons that the number of 
students enrolling in my class has lowered (…) and they [LLC] don’t give as 
many classes as before, when I first came here.  

Marcel then complained this troubled feeling with his mentor. “It’s ok,” she said to 

me, and “as long as you do not become one of them the day when you teach.” Marcel was 

aware of the consequences and risks to which his beliefs gave rise, which reminded him of 
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how his other classmates back in university felt about his mentor: 

She was strict but knowledgeable, and she was trying to tell us, though not literally, 
that not everyone could be a teacher, so there were basically two extreme views 
about her. If you are not really interested in language teaching, I mean if you just 
wanted to earn a diploma, you would have the feeling that she was simply trying to 
give you a hard time or make you feel bad about yourself. But if you were really 
showing commitment to teaching, you would find that she was trying to tell you 
the right thing.  

Marcel felt that he was experiencing what his mentor had gone through. “If you want to 

make changes, you are meant to take a chance; it’s a bet. Either they like you or hate you.” 

Marcel’s frustration about working here reached a pinnacle as a consequence of an 

altercation between him and one of the academic chairs.  

I was making copies at the time, and she came out of her office and told me I was 
making too many copies and it violated the company policy. I started to get angry. 
I wasn’t doing this for personal reasons, but for my students, for this class (…) 
Students have been constantly complaining about the textbooks, saying that the 
content is distant from their life, and also really boring (…) Students were divided 
into several groups for Shared Reading activity. Each group was assigned a 
storybook to read for five minutes and they were required to discuss the plot and 
came up with three questions based on what they had read. I used this activity 
based on critical literacy approach and hoped to improve their motivation. But she 
wasn’t appreciative of how effective the instruction was. What she only cared 
about is whether teachers obey the regulations and make as fewer copies as 
possible. I mean my duty is to teach my student adequately and responsibly not to 
help them save money.  

Marcel experienced the feeling that his teaching was deemed unnecessary and that he was 

deprived of the right to receive fair treatment as other teachers. Marcel’s anger and 

frustration elevated when he continued the story:  

She really pissed me off when she said she was gonna report this to the boss. It is 
apparent that she values a teacher not because of how professionally trained a 
teacher is, but how much fewer copies this teacher makes. (…) I was so 
disappointed she did not think instruction did play a pivotal role in language 
learning. I mean, what about Jerry, Sam and Gary15? They all make more copies 

                                                

15 The names are pseudonyms.  
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than I do. Did she report them? She did not report them to the boss because they 
bring more students to the company, right? She just allows them to do whatever 
they want because they are always quiet about everything (…) They are quiet 
because they don’t know about language teaching and learning!16  

Marcel’s vision of making changes about language teaching was not appreciated by 

LLC, and he was even mistreated because of these attempts. This mistreatment also 

exerted impacts on his vision of pursuing a doctoral degree he had originally envisioned. 

“I don’t think I will need a doctoral degree at this moment, since I will be treated the same 

whether I have it or not.” At the time of the interview, Marcel decided that he would 

temporarily suspend his academic pursuit. His “I have been teaching here for almost nine 

years, and this is what I got in return” set the stage for his decision of leaving, which will 

be presented in narrative 8.  

 

Narrative 7 

Aggravating Frustration: 

How Can You Not Take This Seriously? 

I Thought You Wanted To Be an English Teacher! 

On summer 2012, Marcel had a chance to tutor one student who wanted to apply for 

a TESOL master’s program in Taiwan. In general, the application for this program in 

Taiwan involves two major steps. First, students have to pass a written test, usually in the 

essay format, and this test involves testing applicants’ general knowledge about language 

teaching and learning, and linguistics. Sometimes, students are required to put together a 

portfolio, which generally includes a past in-class research assignment, demonstration of 

experiences of teaching English, and a written statement of purpose explaining the 
                                                

16 Marcel’s classes in this branch were all terminated few weeks after his confrontation with the academic 
chair of the branch, though the connection between the two incidents could not be clarified. The 
decision, according to what he was informed, was because the number of students in his class had 
gotten lower.   
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applicant’s potential research interests/areas, and other materials that applicants think 

would improve the chance of their being accepted. After completing the written test, only 

those who meet the minimum score requirement (the score varies across schools) are 

eligible to participate in an oral interview. Finishing the two steps, applicants who stand 

out are admitted to the chosen program. Marcel was not happy with this tutoring 

experience. Marcel first asked the student the reason why she wanted to be an English 

teacher, but her response seemed to make Marcel feel that she was not taking this 

seriously. Marcel said: 

When I asked her purpose for applying to this program, she simply told me that 
teaching English was something that she could try, and it could be a job for her. To 
me, she just wasn’t thinking this through. You cannot think of teaching as 
something that you can give a try. I mean you are a university student not a 
teenager who is still fooling around not knowing what you are going to do with 
your life.  

The student’s attitude towards language teaching aroused Marcel’s awareness of how 

professional credential was not adequately viewed in his teaching in LLC. He 

emphatically raised a rhetorical question when tutoring this student: 

Is there a positive association between quality of teaching and pursuing a 
professional degree? Apparently in where I work, there is no such a connection. I 
mean even if you are only an undergraduate student, you can probably teach here, 
and why do you need this degree?  

In addition to the student’s lack of commitment to teaching, Marcel also had 

problems with how her writing assignment was written, and how it failed to connect to her 

personal teaching experience. To Marcel, theories are more than just theories. They 

provide catalyzing power for teachers not only act upon but also examine their teaching. 

The student’s writing, to Marcel, only demonstrated how well she memorized and 

paraphrased theoretical constructs. Marcel said: 

If you take a look at her writing, you will find that what is included is a lot of 
sentences explaining, rewriting, paraphrasing these ideas, and non relates to how 
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they are used or incorporated in her teaching experiences. I mean professors know 
more than you do about these theories, and what’s the point of showing them 
these? I believe they are looking for those who can incorporate theories and 
practice and why you are using these theories and approaches, and why they are 
personally significant to you as teachers.   

After addressing these issues to the student, Marcel interpreted the student’s attitude as not 

committed to teaching as a profession. “I was kind of angry and frustrated at the time,” he 

said. Marcel continued,  

People can doubt you, but you can’t doubt yourself. If this is something you 
choose to do, you should be committed to it. If you choose to be a TESOL member, 
you should show that this is something you care. You don’t say “I am only a junior 
in college, so I don’t need to know this.”   

As an old timer in the English teaching profession, Marcel was frustrated with the 

student’s lack of devotion and passion for teaching, struggling to make his voice sensible 

to the students.  

 

Narrative 8: 

Relocating To Shanghai: 

A New Start 

Around May or June 2013, a friend who just bought a commercialized language 

school from other people in Shanghai approached Marcel. Since the school is in the 

process of reorganization, the friend needs new staff, new classes, new teaching materials, 

and most important, new teachers. During their meetings, the friend discussed with Marcel 

about the kind of image, the kind of teachers, the kind of management format he had in 

mind, and Marcel talked to him about his vision, his skills, how he wanted to present his 

lessons, and the values he wanted to share with language learners and teachers in 

Shanghai. The friend was impressed with and acknowledged his philosophy of teaching 

and promised that Marcel would have control over his teaching. This assurance, according 
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to Marcel, will also be reflected back in his pay. Marcel said: 

He agrees with and supports how I will carry out my teaching. I know they are just 
getting started, but it is just because they are getting started that I have more 
freedom to do what I want (…) No more stupid rules that interfere with teaching! 
The pay is of course better than that in LLC. They think I deserve this amount of 
money. I mean they are not like LLC, who doesn’t treat teachers as important 
assets.  

Apparently, Marcel’s words illustrate how disheartened he was because English 

teaching was not treated as a legitimate profession that required professional training in 

LLC, and considering this offer to be an “opportunity,” Marcel moved on to the next stage 

of his life on Aug 2013. 
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Chapter 5: THE PLOT CONNECTING THE THREADS — TEACHER IDENTIY 

AS A SITE OF STRUGGLE FOR RECOGNITION 

 

“To know who I am is a species of knowing where I stand. My identity is 

defined by the commitments and identifications which provide the frame or 

horizon within which I can try to determine from case to case what is good, 

or valuable, or what ought to be done, or what I endorseor oppose. In other 

words, it is the horizon within which I am capable of taking a stand”  

— (Taylor, 1989, p.27) 

 

"… Without a sense of identity, there can be no real struggle…"  

                                                                                              

— (Freire, 1993, p.186) 

This is a story about Marcel, who negotiated the meaning of being a language teacher 

in the context of Taiwan through taking up and resisting different discourses to enact his 

teacher identity. Through the lenses of postmodern identity, Bourdieu’s (1990, 1993) field 

and capital, and Gee’s (1999, 2000) discourse, Marcel’s eight narratives were 

conceptualized as a site of struggle for recognition. This process of becoming an English 

teacher was neither smooth nor developmental. Rather, it was a struggle centering around 

the concept of “recognition” as Marcel came across multiple encounters that informed his 

own identity enactment not only as a language teacher, but also as a language learner and 

a social being throughout his 10 years of teaching. In adopting Polkinghorne’s analysis of 

narrative and narrative analysis as principle of analysis mentioned earlier to think about 

my data, I constructed the plot of Marcel’s story, that is, the organizing structure that 

connects Marcel’s disparate experiences/events, demonstrating that his teacher identity 

was a contested site of struggle for recognition, a constructed intersubjectivity through 

which identities are enacted and refashioned. This understanding suggests that the public 
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self is always affected and changed by the presence of the other (Taylor, 1994, 1995; Tully, 

2000, 2004).  

Before moving on to discussion, I would like to clarify what it is meant by recognition 

(Honneth, 1996, 2001, 2003). Recognition is a term sometimes, according to Ikaheimo and 

Laitinen (2007), ambiguously used as identification and acknowledgment. They argue that 

anything can be identified “numerically, qualitatively, and generically” (p. 38) as belonging 

to certain genus based on certain shared features. For example, in Marcel’s account, he 

identified himself as a member of TESOL, and identified others as teachers without 

professional training, as in his words, “I am from TESOL. I am professionally trained (…) 

Even though we are all language teachers here, for me they are only language knowledge 

transmitters.” Speaking of acknowledgement, the authors refer to its definitional 

understanding as admitting and buying into normative entities such as principles, norms, 

claim, or values to be valid, genuine, and good. Therefore, to identify a normative entity 

does not necessarily mean one acknowledges it. To illustrate, Marcel identified others also 

as teachers but did not acknowledge their teaching as professional. The act of recognition, 

according to the authors, can only be applied to person by showing “recognitive attitude” 

or “attitudes of recognition” (p. 37), through which interpersonal recognition is formed. 

This recognition may further impact how the recognized feels about himself/herself. From 

this perspective, “not only is recognition important in enabling the subject to develop a 

positive narrative of self, it is also a prerequisite for agency” (Fisher, 2008, p.587).  

Conceptualizing recognition as an interpersonal act shows that recognition is 

facilitated or negotiated through interaction with others, thereby enabling or constraining 

one’s identity enactment. This line of reasoning leads Taylor (1995) to argue that 

recognition or its absence plays an important role in shaping a person’s understanding of 

who he is. The following section discusses how Marcel struggled for dialogical recognition 
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through which he drew on multiple sources of discourses to take up and resist certain 

identity options.  

 

Recognition from the Mentor 

Marcel, to a larger extent, pointed to his mentor as a source that enabled the enactment 

of his teacher identity, which was strongly reinforced and empowered through the process 

of dialogical (Ikaheimo & Laitinen, 2007) recognition. Ever since their first encounter, 

Marcel expressed his positive feelings and attitudes towards the mentor as he appreciated 

her straightforward and unpretentious way of interacting with her students. To recall, 

Marcel talked about how other teachers whom he had met were teaching vocabulary, and 

Marcel, liked them, wanted to provide the same vocabulary handouts to his students. 

Viewing the mentor as an expert in TESOL, however, Marcel agreed and adopted the 

mentor’s suggestion and modified the original handouts so that they would not look like 

those used by other teachers. The mutual recognition between Marcel and his mentor did 

not involve only Marcel’s view of the mentor as a “competent recognizer or judge 

regarding the relevant matters” (Ikaheimo and Laitinen, 2007, p. 38) in TESOL, but also a 

“significant other(s)” (Akkerman & Bakker, 2011; Alsup, 2006; Rots, 2010; Sugrue, 1997) 

with whom this student-teacher relation transcended. For this recognition to be mutual, or 

dialogical, the mentor expressed her recognitive attitude, or attitudes of recognition, that 

allowed the reciprocal appreciation to emerge and later sustain. For this mutual 

recognition to work, beliefs and values held by Marcel and his mentor had to converge 

genuinely. When asked about whether or not he felt differently about what the mentor said, 

“I can’t think of one instance,” replied Marcel. The mentor, in return, complimented on 

Marcel’s innovations and experimenting with different ways of teaching and the use of 

materials. This recognition from the mentor clearly affected how Marcel viewed himself as 
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a result. In narrative 2, Marcel struggled between employing popular movies as reading 

texts to challenge his students’ beliefs about learning on the one hand, and falling back to 

what the learners had used to on the other. The mentor’s encouragement assured that 

Marcel was doing the right thing, enabling Marcel to forge his identity as a language 

teacher. According to Marcel, the mentor was not only a researcher who knew lots of 

theories and an expert who knew about what she was doing, but also a caring teacher who 

always provided practical advice and workable techniques to her students. It should be 

noted that Marcel not only accepted the fact that mentor’s view had a point or was a 

reasonable one, or was a view to be taken seriously, or was one from which he could learn 

something; more importantly, it was also Marcel’s private engagement with the mentor that 

together gave rise to the affirmation of Marcel’s identity enactment. The same can be said 

when Marcel was told that there was room for improvement on his pronunciation, pushing 

Marcel to make significant investment in fine-tuning his accent so that he could, as in 

Marcel’s words, to “get recognized and affirmed by her  [the mentor].” Marcel’s sense of 

self was largely determined by how he saw his relationships with the mentor and vice versa. 

 

Recognized as a Near-Native English Speaker 

Another source that Marcel drew on to fashion his teacher identity involves his 

struggle for recognition as a near-nativelike speaker of English. To Marcel, speaking 

nativelike English was a way for him to prove that he was able to communicate with 

native speakers of English, “since” said he, “English is not our language; it is the language 

of the native speaker.” Marcels’ struggle to get recognition by native speakers and as 

near-nativelikeness came from at least three major interwoven sources: his personal 

encounter with what he called his “foreign” friends (Narrative 5), the mentor’s comment 

on his pronunciation (Narrative 3), and finally, his students’ beliefs (Narrative 5).  
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In Marcel’s personal encounters with his foreign friends, Marcel experienced both 

positive and negative feelings, despite that the negative feeling did not actually happen to 

him but to his friend (Narrative 5). Therefore, Marcel attempted to pronounce like native 

speakers and select phrases and vocabulary that were frequently used by native speakers 

for the concern that “If we don’t, how do we get to recognized by the native speaker.” 

Marcel’s belief of achieving the state of nativelikeness was strongly influenced by his 

personal encounters with his foreign friends, through which he tested and experimented 

with the language he had consciously chose to use, and the social recognition was paid 

back in his friends’ words such as “How do you know this phrase? Nonnative speakers 

almost never use this,” and “You have no weird Taiwanese accent.” Marcel’s attempt to 

speak native-like English was also reinforced by his mentor’s comment on his 

pronunciation, and the encounters he had with this foreign friends was a chance for 

Marcel to test whether his investment in sharping and improving his pronunciation was 

worthy. The feeling that “It’s fulfilling, really! Deep in my mind I feel happy” 

strengthened Marcel’s appreciation of the mentor’s beliefs about pronunciation, thereby 

influencing his investment in pronunciation. The last source that impacted Marcel’s 

struggle for recognition on nativelike pronunciation came from his students. According to 

Marcel, one of the reasons that he invited his native friend, an Australian, to assess his 

students’ oral presentation (Narrative 5) was because “students may doubt your ability to 

judge their oral performance, especially on pronunciation, and certain frequently-used 

phrases and vocabulary (…) Even though you know about them, they won’t believe or 

trust you.”  

Marcel’s encounter with his foreign friends, his mentor, and students demonstrates 

that he was surrounded by the discourse, to which he later partly contributed, that native 

speakers are the real linguistic model of input and therefore they are capable of judging a 
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person’s use of language. Marcel’s concern on his pronunciation and his inability to 

confirm whether or not certain vocabulary and phrases are frequently used echoes, for 

example, Arva and Medgye’s (2000) study in which they reported that nonnative teachers 

had problems in providing colloquial slangs/idioms and certain types of frequently used 

vocabulary. It seems that being recognized as a native-like speaker enabled Marcel to 

forge his teacher identity, but on the other hand, it was a struggle that Marcel was 

consciously aware of. Marcel wanted to prove that 

Students in Taiwan can learn English as well (…) even though English is not our 
native language (…) I want them [native speakers] to know that we can speak good 
English and they don’t have to modify their English by making it easy when talking to 
us.  

Besides, Marcel’s assigning to one student to compare how English is used by 

different speakers (Narrative 5) demonstrated that he was aware that English was not 

exclusively used by native speakers, and paradoxically, being recognized as a native-like 

speaker by subscribing to the model of native speakers seemed to be the only way for 

Marcel to challenge the native speakers’ misconception about Asian students. “Sometimes 

my students would say to me they can understand what foreigners are saying but 

sometimes it is because they lower the language complexity… are they doing this out of 

respect or…? I don’t know,” Marcel Said. Marcel’s teacher identity was enabled and 

affirmed by his encounters with his foreign friends and his mentor, and this affirmation 

was facilitated through the process of dialogical recognition and later these identity 

resources were translated into Marcel’s teaching.  

Marcel’s desire and attempt to receive recognition as native-like parallels Jenkins’s 

(2005) study, which illustrates that teacher identity is connected to teachers’ perceived 

benefits of and beliefs about native accent and therefore influences how they teach 

pronunciation. These benefits and beliefs can be explained by Miller’s (2004) audibility. 
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Drawing on Bourdieu (1977) and Lippi-Green (1997), Miller, taking a political stance, 

defines audibility as “the degree to which speakers sound like, and are legitimated by, 

users of the dominant discourse” (p. 291). Accounting for how speakers are positioned 

and how they position themselves through the use of a second language, audibility is 

closely connected to the notion of a “politics of speaking which implicates speaker and 

hearer in ways that are ideologically loaded, and which may be the basis of empowerment 

or discrimination” (p. 291). By conforming to the native-speaker standards, Marcel 

viewed speaking native-like accent and using native-like vocabulary and phrases as 

important resources for him to be positioned as a competent English speaker, allowing 

him to gain personal and social rewards (Lippi-Green, 1997). To Marcel, native-like 

accents and use of language are akin to what Bourdieu (1992) called linguistic capital, 

which affords its holders symbolic power. The possession of such linguistic capital may 

eventually empower people in the struggle for social status and recognition (Bourdieu, 

1986, 1991). Viewing language usage as a field, Bourdieu (1989, in Grenfell et. al., 2011) 

coined the term “linguistic market” to show how social processes contribute to “a system of 

relations of force which determine the price of linguistic products and thus helps fashion 

linguistic production” (p. 47), later leading to a particular set of linguistic practice as a 

normative model of correct usage. In the field, according to Bourdieu, there is always a 

socially dominant linguistic form, legitimate language, which brings with it certain 

anticipated profits. The presumption about this reasoning is that, according to Bourdieu, 

those who are not speakers of the language are subject to symbolic domination, if they 

believe in that legitimacy of that language. English seems to be such normative model 

emerging from historically social practices17 that gave rise to its symbolic power. 

                                                

17 The influence of English as the current world language can be seen, for example, in Ammon (2000), 

Pennycook (1994), Phillipson (1992, 2003), and Maurais and Morris (2003). 
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Moreover, speaking, in terms of genuine oral communication, involves that “A person 

speaks not only to be understood but also to be believed, obeyed, respected, distinguished” 

(Bourdieu, 1977, p. 648), which means the speaker is given the right and power to speak in 

a sense that “those who speak regard those listen as worthy to listen and those who listen 

regard those who speak worthy to speak” (p. 648). Marcel’s attempt to be recognized as a 

native-like English speaker was reinforced by the bond he had developed with his foreign 

friends and the mentor. In other words, Marcel, his friends, and the mentor shared the belief 

of and attitude about speaking with a native-like accent, thereby enabling Marcel’s “power 

to impose reception” (p. 648), which later allowed him to be acknowledged and 

recognized as a competent English speaker because of the linguistic capital he owned, or 

strived to own. In so doing, Marcel actively accepted the power to speak, at the same time 

recognizing his accountability to his friends, contributing to the dialogical recognition he 

struggled for. The next section, however, will discuss how Marcel’s struggle for 

recognition was undermined, thereby shackling his efforts to enact his teacher identity. 

 

Misrecognition and Misacknowledgement 

In narrative 6, Marcel experienced a sense of mistreatment and misacknowledgement 

from LLC. This misrecognition emanated from the fundamental differences between 

Marcel and LLC’s view on language teaching. These differences foreground the kinds of 

cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1986) that are respectively desired by TESOL and the 

commercial enterprise. While Marcel aspires to improving language teaching and learning, 

LLC aims at maximizing commercial gains through providing educational services. Marcel 

gradually found his teaching context and expectations at odds with the theories, practices, 

and identities he gained in TESOL.  

The first struggle that Marcel experienced concerns LLC’s valuing of teachers’ 
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entertaining persona to the detriment of their professional knowledge and competence. 

The finding is echoed elsewhere in the literature. For example, Aurini’s (2004) report on 

the transformation of teaching in response to market needs demonstrates that teachers 

engaging in context like LLC do not necessarily possess professional credentials, and that 

a professional degree in a related field is not a prerequisite. Walker’s (2001) study, 

approaching English language teaching from a business perspective characterized by 

client-service relationship, reveals that private commercial language centers view 

particular teacher attributes such as humor and pleasing appearance as a criterion when 

recruiting teachers. More recently, in studying language teachers in commercial language 

schools in Japan, Appleby (2012) reported a male teacher’s confession and his 

understanding of working in this social space, where a teacher “who is outgoing, someone 

who’s genki [lively], enthusiastic, someone who is young, someone who looks good, and 

someone who is popular with the students” (p. 14) was desired. However, it should be 

noted that this orientation towards entertaining persona should not be mistaken for the use 

of humor in the classroom that has the potential to facilitate language learning (Bell, 2005, 

2009; Berwald, 1992; Medgyes, 2001a; Schmitz, 2002; Sullivan, 2000; Swanson, 2013; 

van Dam, 2002). Rather than treating humor for its pedagogically facilitative role to 

achieve the purpose of language teaching and learning, LLC conceptualizes humor as a 

required teacher attribute that strategically helps bring more customers. Besides, since 

LLC believes that, as in Jean’s words, “they [teachers without professional and theoretical 

training] know how to carry out instruction based on their years of experiences,” 

professional knowledge and theoretical training are unwanted, and even disruptive to the 

functioning of LCC.  

Second, Marcel’s reflective efforts were significantly determined, or constrained, by 

LLC. Marcel experienced the empowering force of reflective teaching, moving from 
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intuitional, robotic, routine practice to where teaching and a new form of knowing emerged 

(Richards, 1990). But if reflective practice occurred beyond the boundary of classroom 

setting that aims for making transformation, LLC’s jurisdiction would intervene and rules 

were enacted to ensure that the profits and interests of the company were guarded, as in 

the event of making copies for reading materials. Moving from viewing reflective practice 

as advancing cognitive development, Marcel consciously connected teaching to a larger 

sociopolitical context by reflecting on how he was positioned by the context in which he 

found himself because of the misrecognition he experienced, as he put, “I have been 

teaching here for almost nine years, and this is what I got in return.” 

Because of the different cultural capital held and desired between Marcel and LLC, 

LLC did not acknowledge the importance of professional training and therefore did not 

recognize Marcel as contributing to the good of LLC. Marcel’s undermined teacher 

identity is largely a result of the disjunctions between the academic disciplines and such 

commercial enterprise as LLC, each of which manifests distinctive structures, mechanisms, 

and purposes, and therefore requires different cultural capital to sustain their functioning. 

Drawing on Bourdieu, Grenfell and James (2004) argue that the academic field, education 

in particular, is closely related to government monitoring in terms of financial grant, the 

group whose interests it claims to serve, and to the larger sociopolitical context in which the 

education is conceptualized. In addition, the criticality of the academic field lies also in the 

pedagogical implication served by the knowledge generated to form policy and introduce 

practice to school contexts, and the centrality of knowledge produced, therefore, lingers, 

circulates and is legitimized within the academic field only. LLC, on the other hand, does 

not respond to the same logic of practice and do not serve the same purposes. Nor is it 

regulated by governmental data collection for academic and formal educational purposes 

(Bray, 1999). The knowledge generated in LLC rests on market needs— “providing 
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standardized services, ensuring stable profits, and seeking new market prospects” (Aurini 

& Davies, 2004, p. 419). To do so, LLC needs to hire teachers who can guard the interests, 

thereby filtering out those who cannot, which later circumscribes how and what kinds of 

knowledge is produced and maintained. Each profession, therefore, is ideological, and is, to 

a large extent, influenced by arbitrary power relations (Bourdieu, 1991). Hoffman (1989) 

proposed one assumption about the nature of professionalism that it is a political process 

and outcome rather than intrinsic attributes that characterize a profession. He maintained, 

“Knowledge and expertise are not (…) neutral scientific elements (…) but political 

resources in the battle for power and status, constructed and advanced by occupations and 

segments within occupations to forward collective aims” (p.3). Hoffman’s words are true to 

both the TESOL field and LLC. As Burns and Richards (2009) suggest, “the focus on 

professionalism may mean different things in different places” (p. 3), and apparently, 

despite that both Marcel and LLC engage in the service of language teaching, LLC judges 

teachers on whether they are able to keep and to bring more students and therefore more 

profits to the company. The cultural capital with which Marcel was endowed from the 

TESOL field came into conflict with what was desirable in the private tutoring/cramming 

industry. 

Marcel’s frustration resulting from the misrecognition and misacknowledgement in 

LLC, interestingly, affected how he viewed language teaching when he was tutoring a 

student who wanted to pursue a master’s degree in TESOL. He questioned whether 

professional training enabled or qualified teachers to perform their teaching properly, as 

he said, “Apparently in where I work, there is no such a connection.” But paradoxically, 

Marcel was irritated by the student’s lack of commitment to language teaching when 

asking about her reasons for pursuing this degree, especially when she said that teaching 

was something that she could do or could be a job for her. The student’s words cannot 
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only be understood literally, but with reference to the larger sociocultural structures in the 

Taiwanese society, at least in the private education sector. By saying “If you choose to be 

a TESOL member, you should show that this is something you care,” Marcel was trying to 

establish a reciprocally constructed understanding for the student to acknowledge the 

significance of TESOL knowledge, hoping that the student would recognize him and 

herself as legitimate members in the language teaching enterprise; the student’s words 

“It’s like learning English, and everyone today learns English and they don’t know why 

(…) I see a lot of people wanting to be English teachers, so I think I want to be one too,” 

unfortunately, in a way collapsed with Marcel’s efforts to show that language teaching is a 

legitimate profession that requires commitment and professional knowledge.  

Marcel’s story is an illustration of a teacher’s struggle for recognition in the process of 

becoming a teacher. Moreover, the story demonstrates that the professional work of 

teachers (the situated context of teaching) cannot be divorced from their personal and 

private life (the situated context outside/beyond teaching) and that teachers “invest their 

personal identities in their work, erasing boundaries between their personal and 

professional lives” (Zembylas, 2003, p. 225). Whom Marcel had met and how he was 

imagined, represented, and conceived both inside and outside his situated teaching context 

impacted the construction of his professional identity. During the course, Marcel drew on 

multiple discourses as sources for his identity construction (i.e., his TESOL knowledge, his 

mentor, and his foreign friends), and at the same time, he encountered different and 

sometimes competing discourses that undermined the carving of his teacher identity (i.e., 

the social view about the language teaching profession, the commercial profit-oriented 

values in LLC, and his student’s lack of commitment in teaching). It was a struggle as he 

searched for recognition but was caught up with misrecognition and misacknowledgement. 

Marcel was at a crossroad of recognition and misacknowledgement. He was an amalgam of 
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self and otherness, of sameness and difference. During the course, he took up and resisted 

certain identity options. Marcel’s identity connected his present to the past, infusing with 

possibilities of his envisioning about the future, but was at the same time susceptible to the 

available resources he had. As Britzman (1994) so eloquently puts, “our identities, over 

determined by history, place and sociality, are lived and imagined through the discourses or 

knowledge we employ to make sense of who are, who we are not, and who we can become” 

(p. 58). 

 

An Unexpected Resonance 

Knowing Marcel’s decision to relocate to Shanghai, I was troubled. I think 
this again is one of his traveling experiences, a chance for him to meet 
new friends, to expand he social contacts. Like I always think, he is so 
easily distracted by how others sees him and says about him. Probably this 
decision is also a result of what other people tell him to do (Journal Entry 
29th June 2013). 

This is the reaction I had when I first heard about Marcel’s decision. When I initially 

embarked on this research journey, I was trying to understand Marcel’s experience of 

being a teacher in LLC, and how he had made sense of his teaching in this particular 

context. As the journey continued, however, I started to realize that how Marcel 

negotiated the meaning of being an English teacher would not have surfaced without 

reference to the story of who he is, how he has come to be where he is now, and how he 

envisions himself oriented towards an anticipated future. However, I felt troubled and 

suspicious when Marcel told me his decision to relocate to Shanghai. Truthfully, this 

decision came as a surprise to both of us, but as he told me in our final contact next to a food 

stand, “Come to think of it, I would not have accepted this ‘opportunity’ if it were not 

because of all these happenings in my life these years.” Is going to Shanghai a good 

decision for him? I don’t know. Nevertheless, from feeling confused and suspicious to 
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understanding and supporting, I experienced a form of resonance described by Conle 

(1996), who states that in the process of telling and retelling, and reflecting on our 

experiences, our knowledge and perception change. It is “a way of seeing one experience in 

terms of another” (p. 299). This unexpected change echoes Bateson’s (2002) words, 

“Through narrative, we construct, reconstruct, in some ways reinvent yesterday and 

tomorrow (…) The human mind (…) can never fully and faithfully recapture the past, but 

neither can it escape from it” (p. 93). Marcel’s story opens up many possibilities for me to 

view my life as a language teacher, a researcher, and a social being. We both “discover the 

shape of our creation along the way, rather than pursuing a vision already defined” 

(Bateson, 1984, p. 1). We are both searching for a place, be it physical or imaginary, that we 

can comfortably position ourselves. Marcel’s story is not finished, and he will “continually 

integrate events which occur in the external world, and sort them into the ongoing ‘story’ 

about the [him] self” (Giddens, 1991, p. 54) as he moves along with his life.  

 It is impossible to capture a person’s life just through writing a thesis. Nor do I 

intend to do so. But stories are a way of researching, a way of writing, and a way for 

searching for meaning. The outcomes of this research process are the products of a series of 

reconstructions and re-presentations, rather than “third person objective representations” 

(Polkinghome, 1995, p. 19). Readers, as yourself reading this thesis, bring their own 

understanding to the stories re-presented, and narrative, therefore, is open to multiple 

interpretations (Clandinin & Connelly, 1986). 
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Chapter 6: EPILOGUE－  A REVIST TO TEACHER IDENTITY IN TESOL 

 

Reflecting on Issues of Language Teacher Identity in Marcel’s Stories 

The study is a research process that documented and re-presented a teacher’s 

(Marcel) life storis in relation to the people he met, the experiences he encountered, and 

the place in which he carried out his work (a commercialized profit-oriented language 

center), illuminating the complexity of teacher professional identity construction prior to, 

during and after a TESOL master’s program. Providing a venue for witnessing such 

complexity, the study has also shown that Marcel took on and rejected certain identity 

options through the struggle for dialogical recognition, in which competing and multiple 

discourses intersected. These discourses both enabled and constrained the affirmation of his 

teacher identity, and his identity was further translated into his pedagogy (Morgan, 2004; 

Richardson, 1994).  

Marcel’s struggle for recognition, however, raises a few questions that deserve further 

attention in TESOL teacher education. Arranging the following section around the concept 

of “Bound by recognition18,”I will present two important issues, though not exhaustive, in 

relation to teacher identity development in TESOL. Finally, I will suggest how these issues 

can be addressed in TESOL teacher training through the concepts of Identity Construction 

through Enhanced Identity Options and Identity Reflection through Narrative.  

When teaching, Marcel constantly referenced to his personal encounters with his 

foreign friends and his mentor’s discourses, including actions, beliefs, and attitudes to 

illustrate how language should be taught and learned, justifying the reasons why he chose to 

teach in certain ways. Marcel’s story illustrates that identity is the product of interaction 

                                                

18 The term is taken from a book entitled “Bound by recognition” by Patchen Markell.  

    Markell, P. (2003). Bound by recognition, NJ: Princeton University Press.  
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with others, since “identity is at once a complex matter of the social and the individual” 

(Clarke, 2009, p. 189) and that it is only meaningful in relation to “the social world of other 

people” (Jenkins, 1996, p. 20). These significant others, serving as Marcel’s discursive 

models (Alsup, 2006), enabled Marcel to develop relationships that supported the 

expression of his voice. Similarly, studies have demonstrated the positive impacts of 

critical friends, or significant others, on teachers’ initial identity development (Akkerman 

& Bakker, 2011; Alsup, 2006; Kelchtermans, 1993; Rijswijk, et al., 2013; Rots, 2010; 

Sugrue, 1997; Tripp, 1994). However, is it possible that we are so engaged in our private 

bonds with those who are personally meaningful to us that, though we are consciously 

aware of their influences, we tend to overlook the consequences (whether positive or 

negative) of these influences and are bound by their recognition, losing our way of voicing 

ourselves? Phelan (2010), referencing to Heaney (2009), put forth such an ambivalent 

attitude that recognition bears “the promise of one’s independence while underscoring 

one’s reliance on the other (and the other’s terms of reference)” (p. 318). Similarly, as 

Bruner (2002) maintained,  

A self-making narrative is something of a balancing act. It must, on the one hand, 
create conviction of autonomy, that one has a will of one’s own, a certain freedom 
of choice, a degree of possibility. But it must also relate the self to a world of 
others—to friends and family, to institutions, to the past, to reference groups. 

(p.75)  

This overreliance on social recognition may possibly lead to the loss of autonomous 

judgment and the refusal to engage in critical reflection, since, as Aslup (2006) argues, 

“admitting the existence of contradiction and ideological beliefs [between a teacher and his 

significant others] …will result in vulnerability and admitting the imperfection of her [his] 

most revered model” (p. 110). Marcel’s reaction about his mentor demonstrates this 

tendency, as he put, “when other people do not recognize me, she does, and her recognition 
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tells me that I am doing the right thing (…) I cannot think of one instance [on which I 

disagree with her].” Similarly, when talking about one of his Asian friends, “Maybe white 

people speaking English don’t think my friends are speaking good English, but I think they 

are good,” Marcel responded. Marcel engaged in micro critical reflection in his teaching 

materials based on his immediate situated context (e.g., students’ reactions in terms of 

teaching materials and native-like pronunciation). But like most, if not all, teachers, Marcel 

seldom involved himself in macro critical reflection; that is, how his larger social network 

may have influenced and shaped his beliefs and values assigned to his teaching. Marcel’s 

personal engagement/relation with his mentor and his Asian friends, to a large extent, 

impacted his views about how language ought to be taught and learned, especially his 

view of nativelikeness. 

Another issue involves Marcel’s resistance of certain identity options. First, as a 

member of TESOL, Marcel identified himself as a legitimate language teacher. With the 

knowledge he learned in the TESOL program, he experimented different ways of teaching 

by incorporating theory into practice. Marcel, with his strong commitment to professional 

knowledge and training by taking up the discourses of TESOL, refused to and resisted 

taking up the identity that was assigned to him, in the case of being a teacher with an 

entertaining persona and a teacher with a business mentality, as he said, “I have no 

problems being that [humorous], but I just choose not to.” Second, Marcel regarded the 

identity option as a near-native English speaker to be the ultimate goal of learning English. 

Marcel’s seemingly absolute devotion, to certain extent, constrained and limited not only 

his but also others’ possibilities of (re)imagining other ways of being a teacher and a 

learner. 
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TESOL Education as a Platform for Identity Construction and Reflection 

 

Identity Construction through Enhanced Identity Options 

 “We know what we are, but not what we may be.” 
— (Hamlet, Act 4, Scene 5, Page 3, William Shakespeare)   

 

As Marcel’s story reveals, recognition can dazzle but can also blind (Phelan, 2010). 

Pavlenko (2003) urged that teacher education programs should address the need for 

offering “identity options that would allow teachers to imagine themselves and others as 

legitimate members of professional communities” (p. 253). This appeal reflects the 

paucity of literature addressing the issues faced by language teachers pertaining to what 

identity options are offered and limited both within and outside teacher education 

schemes/training. It is therefore crucial that language teacher educators provide chances 

for expanding a range of subject positions, or identity options, in the preparation of 

language teachers. From a critical perspective, it is argued that teachers should be aware 

of learners’ positioning and their relations to the larger social world, thereby enabling 

them to “disrupt potentially harmful and oppressive relations of power” (Hawkins & 

Norton, 2009, p. 32). We must acknowledge that this concept also applies to the 

preparation of teachers. To do so, language educators must play a transformative role by 

responding to the needs of future language teachers without assuming that they are 

preparing future teachers to function only in the context of mainstream education, given 

that Marcel is one of those teachers working in the emerging commercialized 

profit-oriented language schools (Johnston, 2003). For example, this issue can be addressed 

by introducing different discourses surrounding language teaching to the classroom. This is 

similar to what Johnston suggests, “raising my [his] students’ awareness of the 

sociopolitical dimensions of work in ELT and by making available to them information 
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and resources regarding this aspect of the job” (p. 138). As a case in point, Marcel’s 

encounter with the news on language teaching can be a source of discourse in creating 

space for enhancing, examining, and even challenging certain identity options, since the 

media has the power to make some identity options invisible, backgrounded, and 

foregrounded (Allan, 1999; Bell, 1998; Hall, 1992). More practically, by inviting teachers 

who work in different social spaces as a guest speaker to the teacher education course room, 

student/pre-service teachers have better chances to understand what it is like to teach in 

context other than mainstream schooling. Opportunities such as these can thus be given to 

sensitizing, or introducing, teachers to the diverse social spaces in which they may be 

situated. By introducing different discourses to the classroom, language teacher educators 

would not only open up possibilities for teachers to re(present) themselves, but more 

importantly, provide chances for teachers to better self-position themselves in response to 

the diverse social spaces in which they may be situated. By bringing new or alternative 

discourses into the classroom, language teacher educations are creating possibilities for 

envisioning new identities options for teachers and new ways of thinking about language 

teaching. 

Another issue that language teacher educators should bear in relation to the 

development of teacher identity involves an understanding of how teachers linguistically 

position themselves in the process of asserting themselves as competent language 

teachers; that is, their perceptions of being a nonnative speaker English teacher. In 

Marcel’s story, his experience as a language learner, his initial teaching experiences, and 

the encounter he had with the mentor and foreign friends made him believe that being 

recognized as nativelike was the ultimate goal of language learning. In addition, he also 

admitted that he had problems providing colloquial slangs/idioms and certain types of 

frequently used vocabulary. However, this does not imply that Marcel was not an effective 
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and competent language teacher. In fact, to challenge what he called the “native speaker 

fallacy,” Phillipson (1992) argues that native speakers may be able to make instinctively 

better grammatical judgments, but they may be at a disadvantage explaining or providing 

scientific construction on the use of language. Many studies making the similar point have 

demonstrated that nonnative teachers are equally effective. For example, Medgyes (1992, 

2001b) lists several assets that nonnative teachers are capable of and that native teachers are 

not, including that nonnative teachers provide more information about English to learners, 

nonnative teachers are more likely to anticipate learners’ learning difficulties and therefore 

may be more empathetic to their learners, and that nonnative teachers have a far superior 

metacognitive knowledge of English grammar. This parallel understanding of nonnative 

teachers can also, for instance, be referenced to Paikeday (1985), Rampton (1990), Braine 

(1999), Cook (1999), and Kramsch (1997, 2003), who share that the concept of native 

speaker is rather an ideological myth, since it is difficult to be operationally and 

conceptually defined, and therefore, being native is both “a matter of self-ascription as well 

as a matter of objective definition” (Han, 2004, p. 169). It is, therefore, important for 

language teacher educators to make visible the positive aspects of being a nonnative 

speaker teacher to teachers that they play equally important roles in the contribution to the 

language teaching enterprise. One may of course argue that each teacher, who is also a 

language learner, has his own goal of and conceptualization about language learning; 

however, it is language teacher educators’ responsibility to help teachers uncover their 

beliefs and leave the ultimate decision to them as both language learners and teachers. 
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Identity Reflection through Narrative 

“Reflecting deeply on our own experiences and those of our students, we 
discover that explicating and exploring dilemmasis of itself a way of 
knowing.” 

— (Swartz, 1994, p. 101) 

Marcel’s story shares Taylor’s (1995) claim that “we define our identity always in 

dialogue with, sometimes in a struggle against, the things our significant others want to 

see in us” (p. 230), providing language teacher educators food for thought when engaging 

with teachers’ identity development in TESOL. Marcel’s story is not an intent to deny the 

importance of significant others, since human is inherently social, but rather, it is a caution 

to show how we might have been influenced without being aware of these influences. 

These influences can be articulated, re-experienced, and re-examined through 

narrative understanding of teachers’ sharing of their stories (Connelly and Clandinin, 

1994). The connection between narrative and teacher development is justified by a 

plethora of theoretical understanding and empirical studies addressing narratives and 

beliefs and knowledge (Connelly & Clandinin, 1986; Johnson & Golombek, 2002; 

Johnson, 2007), narratives and practice (Goodson & Cole, 1993; Johnson & Golombek, 

2002), and narrative and experience as well as construction of self and other (Gomez, 

Walker & Page, 2000; Witherell & Noddings, 1991). Johnson and Golombek (2000) argue 

that teachers’ narrative has the power to bring to the surface the “how they know as well 

as what they know” (p. 10), providing an avenue, either through writing or talking, for 

teachers not only to know more about their current practice, their difficulties, their 

professional growth but also how they have come to where they are right now. 

To facilitate, language teacher educators should assist teachers in the process of this 

exploration so as to make students understand that narrative is both descriptive, as well as 

explanatory and analytical (Elliotts, 2005; Mills, 1959; Parker, 1998;). In so doing, 
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teachers’ narratives can then serve as prompts for language teacher educators to pose 

questions, perhaps enabling teachers to experience cognitive dissonance (Galman, 2009; 

Raffo & Hall, 2006) and providing the potential to assist them to confront and interrogate 

their beliefs and assumptions about language teaching. Through narratives, teachers can 

understand how their own identities may intersect with a variety of subjectivities and 

discourses surrounding language teaching. This process includes, in Marcel’s case, 

unraveling how and in what ways significant others have shaped his teaching and 

subjecting them to critical reflection. 

 

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

Limitations 

Even though I was trying to be as mindful as possible when carrying out this research, 

some limitations were outside my control. For example, the participant’s Facebook posts 

were employed as data source to generate subsequent interview questions. As important as 

it is to serve as a platform for identity construction, the information flow such as posts 

responding to Marcel’s original post, and Facebook’s own news feeds were so fast that, 

considering research practicality and doability, it was impossible to capture and examine 

everything relevant posted. Future research employing Facebook posts as a source of data 

collection should bear this in mind. Moreover, since the identity struggle Marcel 

experienced was examined only in his oral accounts, future studies exploring teachers’ 

experiences can benefit from classroom observations followed by interviews. The 

combination of the two could offer additional insights into the relationship between 

pedagogy and the enactment of teacher identity, especially how teachers conceptualize the 

discourse they take on and translate it into teaching practice. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 

Many of Marcel’s life experiences, especially those he undertook after leaving the 

TESOL program, exerted impacts on the crafting of his teacher identity. These impacts, in 

fact, were no less influential than those from his professional training in TESOL. This is 

not to say that TESOL education plays a less important role in fostering teachers’ 

professional identity, but the truth is that, compared to the general time duration of a 

master’s TESOL program or relevant professional training schemes (usually ranging from 

few weeks to two years), teachers spend far more time in their personal and private life, 

which is beyond the monitoring and caring of language teacher educators. Such 

understanding can be both a challenge and hope to language teacher education. The 

challenge is to accept that teacher development should not be viewed as a result of 

short-term intervention from teacher education programs. Rather, it should be conceived 

as a career-long process in which continuous exploration rather than sudden 

transformation might be a more realistic goal (Olsen, 2008). The hope is that helping 

language teachers develop awareness of the interplay between their professional and the 

personal is the first step for language teacher educators to acknowledge and accept this 

challenge. Marcel’s story serves as a cue for language teacher educators to first look at 

teachers’ identity development both within and beyond the situated context of teaching. 

Second, with regards to the implication mentioned earlier, future research is 

encouraged to understand how language teaching is conceptualized in different social 

spaces so that different discourses surrounding language teaching can be introduced to 

teachers. This call is based on both Giroux (2004) and Bourdieu’s (2000) proclamation 

that we, as intellectuals/educators, must deliberately engage ourselves in conversations 

with other disciplines and different types of audience without being so consumed with our 

own academic fantasies. In many parts of Asia such as China, Taiwan, Japan, Hong Kong, 
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and South Korea, tutoring/cramming industry, for instance, is one such social space. This is 

not suggesting that language teacher education should teach humor or to equip teachers 

with the cultural capital of a business mentality, but it is important that teachers are made 

aware that language teaching could be conceived differently. For example, in the case of 

private/cramming industry, more research can be devoted to the perspective of 

gatekeepers who make decisions on hiring teachers. This line of research is of supreme 

importance, since with the declined birthrate in Taiwan since 2001 (Department of 

Statistics, Ministry of the Interior, 2001) and the issue of surplus teachers in formal 

schooling (Hsiao & Hsiung, 2010; Huang, 2009), more teachers may have to work in 

private education sectors such as LC if they consider teaching a career.  

Finally, to recall, Marcel wanted to challenge the nativeness myth so that he could be 

recognized as a competent English speaker. However, he did not do so by claiming his 

identity as such but by buying into the native-speaker fallacy, the power that he originally 

wanted to fight against. It seemed that this act actually downplayed the identity he wanted 

to claim. Similarly, Marcel wanted to be recognized as a creative and unique teacher, but 

by completely subscribing to what the mentor said to him, the identity he wanted to claim 

as a different and creative teacher was inhibited. Can struggling for recognition secure 

one’s understanding of self but at the same time also inhibit it? More specifically, how is 

struggling for recognition itself an effect of power despite that simultaneously it is a way of 

struggling against power? Identity cannot be understood without reference to how power 

is played out in the process (Norton, 2000; Tsui, 2007). By understanding how power 

works in teachers’ struggle for recognition, we are able to assist teachers to develop voice 

to argue for themselves.  

To return to Giroux and Bourdieu’s argument, as both a member in the professional 

TESOL field and a teacher in private tutoring/cramming industry, I am brining to the front 
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some issues that both sides can greatly benefit from engaging healthy conversations. As a 

TESOL member, we should be open-minded to the fact that practice of language teaching 

in certain social spaces does not necessarily parallel what we think it should be, and the 

private tutoring/cramming industry ought to understand that teacher development does not 

take place through experiences only, and that it requires teachers to understand, explore, 

and reflect on, both theoretically and practically, the situated nature of teaching and 

learning. The industry can certainly benefit from introducing teachers to in-service training 

so that teachers can reframe the familiar and explore the troubling aspects of their teaching 

(Freeman, 1989; Jarvis, 1992; Ramani, 1987). 

 

A Postcript 

This research journey has been reflective and ambivalent. It is reflective in that 

through uncovering Marcel’s story I begin to reflect on my positioning in LLC and how I 

will have to do to envision my life with possibilities. Specifically, I have become more 

committed and determined in furthering my academic study in the hope of bringing more 

issues to the surface and making changes on how currently these issues are perceived. 

However, it is also ambivalent that in order to make changes I need to subject my TESOL 

knowledge to critical reflection so that I can engage in a dialogue with my TESOL self 

and the discourses outside my professional knowledge. I am aware that this thesis is 

written within the discourse of TESOL and my thoughts are and have to “be lodged from 

some set of assumed values, attitudes, beliefs” (Gee, 1990, p.144) in order for my 

arguments to be made. With this being said, the major question that still lingers in my mind 

is: One may be recognized as ‘teacher’ or ‘professional’ but what does that knowledge do 

or not do for teachers? It seems that teacher identity can be a powerful enactment of self but 

also at the same time has its limits. Hopefully, the cognitive dissonance I have experienced 
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will lead me to other, perhaps, more productive, ways of viewing language teacher identity. 

To get back to the questions I asked myself in the beginning, “How do I envision myself 

in the future through this flexibility? Or whether this flexibility of going into and leaving 

the industry lowers the bar for entry to the profession of English teaching? Do I need to 

prove the student and the media that they are wrong? If so, why should I?” I have to admit 

that I have no clear-cut answers to them. But I still do believe that language teaching is a 

legitimate profession that requires professional training and knowledge. Like Marcel, I 

have taken up and resisted certain identity options to present myself. But unlike Marcel, I 

consider it important to compromise at times and to keep my head down occasionally. 

Finding the balance between being true to what I believe and considering possible 

alternatives is the real challenge.  

I would like to end this journey of writing and researching with Polkinghorne’s (1998) 

words: 

I am that existence which includes 
what I have done,  
what I am doing and  
what I will do,  
and each moment is part of the whole that I am. 

(p. 131) 

I cannot retrieve the past, but every time I re-experience it through telling, I experience 

it again with my current state of mind. I cannot predict my future, but every time I envision 

it, I view it with possibilities.  
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A: The Teacher Participant Interview Protocol-No. 1 

 

Topic Domain 1: English learning experiences  

Question: Can you tell me your most memorable English learning experience? 

Follow-up questions: 

1. Do you think the experience has in any way affected you as a language teacher? 

2. What do you think you would have improved if you were the teacher at the time teaching 

the same lesson? 

 

 

Topic Domain 2: Past Teaching Experiences 

Question: Can you tell me your experiences of teaching before you came to this institute?  

Follow-up questions: 

1. Can you give me a typical example on how you carry out a lesson? 

2. Do you remember how you designed the lesson? 

3. How would you carry out the lesson if you were to teach the same lesson again? 

 

 

Topic Domain 2: Educational background 

Question: What’s the most memorable class you have taken when you were in the TESOL 

program? 

Follow-up questions: 

1. What other courses have you taken? 

2. If you could, can you please comment on what you have learned in the program in 

relation to the learning experiences you mentioned earlier?  
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Topic Domain 3: Teaching Experience in This Institute  

Question: How do you feel about teaching in this center? 

Follow-up questions: 

1. Can you tell me your most successful English teaching experience so far? 

2. What is the most negative teaching experience you have had so far, if there is any? 

3. If you can, by your own criteria and standard, please classify the teachers in this center.  

4. What do you think about the other teachers in this center in terms of professionalism? 

5. What do you think are the shared features of popular teachers in this center? 

6. How do you think you are treated in this center? 

7. What do you think are the challenges that you have faced in this center? 

8. What do you think a teacher must be equipped with if he wants to survive in this center? 

 

 

The Teacher Participant Interview Protocol-No. 2/No. 3/No.4/No.5 

 

Topic Domain 1: Negative Experiences in The Center  

Question: In the first interview, you talked about the anger you have experienced so far, 

especially the incident involving a photocopier, can you tell me more about that incident? 

Follow-up questions: 

1. Are there any other similar incidents? 

2. Have you talked to them about your justifications? 

3. How do you react, I mean in terms of teaching practice, after these incidents? 
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Topic Domain 2: Professionalism 

Question: Last time, because of time constraints, we did not talk a lot about professionalism, 

can you begin from where we left?  

Follow-up questions: 

1. How do you think other people within the institute see you in terms of professionalism 

(e.g., students, sales representatives, and other teachers)?  

2. How do you feel about their remarks and comments? 

3. If you can, by your own criteria and standard, please classify the teachers in this center.  

4. How do you see these teachers?  

5. What do you think are the challenges that you have faced in this center? 

6. What do you think a teacher must be equipped with if he wants to survive in this center? 

7. What do you do to enhance your professionalism?  

 

 

 

The Teacher Participant Interview Protocol-No. 6 

 

Topic Domain: Relation with the Mentor 

Question: You mentioned this professor in our last meeting. Can you describe your 

connection with this mentor of yours?  

Follow-up questions: 

1. What was it like when you took her class for the first time? 

2. What other classes of hers did you take? 

3. Can you describe her style of teaching by giving me an example? 

4. When you two meet/met, what do/did you usually talk about? 

5. What are other students’ opinions about her, if you remember? 

6. How do you feel about those comments made by other students? 
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7. What about your contact with her outside the classroom? 

8. In what ways do you think she has influenced you as a language teacher?  

 

 

The Teacher Participant Interview Protocol-No. 7 

 

Topic Domain 1: Connection with Asian Friends 

Question: How do you meet these friends? 

Follow-up questions: 

1. Can you tell me more details about their backgrounds? 

2. In what language(s) do you use to communicate/chat with each other? 

3. In what circumstances do you use the language to communicate/chat with each other?  

5. How do you feel about their use of English language? 

6. In some of your Facebook posts, you mentioned that you showed these friends some of 

your students’ sentences written in English. Can you tell me about this experience?  

7. In one of your Facebook posts, you mentioned that brought one of your Asian friends to  

your class to help your students. Can you tell me about the lesson? 

8. Are there any similar experiences?  

9. You just talked about that you brought XXX to your class to help assist your students, 

what other friends of yours would you also consider bringing? 

10. Can you also tell me more about the friend(s)?  
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The Teacher Participant Interview Protocol-No. 8 

 

Topic Domain: The Experience of Tutoring Students Wanting to Pursue MA TESOL  

Question: Can you tell me about your last meeting with the students? 

Follow-up questions: 

1. Can you tell me about the students’ background? 

2. What did you do to help them? 

3. What do you hope them to accomplish, or to learn, from this tutoring experience? 

4. In one of your Facebook posts, you posted a list of assignments for them to do. What is 

the purpose of doing these assignments? 

5. In previous interviews, you stressed the importance of professional knowledge. What 

aspects professional knowledge do you emphasize when you were tutoring these MA 

TESOL students wannabe? (This question is based on my research notesfrom the third 

and the fourth interview) 

6. How do you feel about these tutoring experiences?  

 

 

        The Teacher Participant Interview Protocol-No. 9 

 

Topic Domain: Going to Shanghai 

Question: Can you tell about why you decided to go to Shanghai? 

Follow-up questions: 

1. What do you know about the teaching context in Shanghai? 

2. What are you going to teach? 
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Appendix B: The Academic Chair (Jean) Interview Protocol 

 

 

Domain 1: Work experience/duty in the institute 

Question: How do you feel about working in this language institute?  

1. What is your position in this center in relation to other workers? What is your duty of 

work?  

3. How do you like your job? 

 

 

Domain 2: The operation of the institute  

Question: How is the institute different from other private language learning centers in the 

market?  

1. How does the institute function in terms of its structure and system?  

2. How are teachers selected?  

3. How do teachers and students in LLC air their opinions? 


